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THE ETUDE. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., OCTOBER, 1890. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
Music. 
SraaoBrmoN Bates, $1,50 peb Tiu (payable in advance). 
Single Copy, 15 cents. 
The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are held 
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be 
discontinued. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1794 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
MUSICAL ITEMS. 
Miss Aus der Ohe, the pianist, and Ovide Musin | Miss Louise Gerard and Mr. Albert G. Thies 
with hifi concert company, are soon to arrive from abroad been having a successlul summer concert season. 
have 
Dur- 
[All matter intended for this Department should he addressed to 
Mrs. Helen D. Tbetbar, Box 2920, New York City.] 
HOME. 
The violinist Adamowski has been playing at Lenox. 
Vladimir de Paohmann will be beard on the Pacific 
Coast the coming season. 
The Seidl concerts at Madison Square Garden will be 
inaugurated on Sept. 20th. 
William Mason, the pianist, who is now in Europe, 
will sail for home on Oct. 16th. 
The Chicago Oratorio Society will give three concerts 
at the Auditorium next season. 
The Pauline L’Allemand Grand English Opera Com¬ 
pany will open its season on Oct. 25th. 
P. Von der Gluoken conducts the Pupils’ Orchestra 
in the National Conservatory of New York. 
to resume their usual tours of our principal cities. 
“ The Church Choir,” a new music journal, issued 
from 830 Warren Ave., Chicago, is a good paper for 
those interested in church music. Send lor a sample 
copy. 
At the June examinations of the American College of 
Musicians, a larger percentage of candidates passed than 
usual, and their work showed better preparation than 
ever before. 
Mr. Fran2 Rummel has arrived in New York, and 
will spend the winter in America, giving a series of seven 
historical recitals in the chief cities. His programmes 
are remarkable. 
Agnes Huntington, with her mother and sister, ar¬ 
rived in New York on Sept. 10th. She will begin her 
season of Paul Jones,” at the Broadway Theatre, New 
York, on Oct. 6th. 
Ms. Charles Holman-Black gave a vocal recital at 
Greenwich, Conn., on Sept. 10th, introducing his mas¬ 
ter Faure’s new song, “ Ave Stella.” Mr. Holman-Black 
sailed for Paris on Sept. 23d. 
The season of German opera at the Metropolitan 
Opera House, New York, will open on November 26th. 
“ Asvael,” by Fromchetti, and “ Esclarmonde,” by 
Massenet, will be the first novelties performed. 
Miss Adele Aus der Ohe will begin a concert tour 
of the Southern and Western States about the first of 
October. She will also "be one of the soloists of the 
Symphony and Brooklyn Philharmonic- Societies. 
Clara E. Thoms, the New York piano virtuoso, gave 
a concert at the Manomet House, South Plymouth, last 
Saturday, for the benefit of the Congregational Church, 
which was attended by half the population and the sum¬ 
mer residents. 
The Entrance Examinations of the National Con- 
Wells' College, Aurora, N. Y., has secured the ser 
vices of Caryl Florio for its Department of Music. 
Clarence Eddy, the Chicago organist, gives a series I servatory of Music ot America will begin on Sept. 25th, 
of organ recitals on the Iracihc Uoast in September. 
Mr..Eduard Strauss and his orchestraleft New York, 
Sept., i4th, on their tour throngh Canada and the WeBt. 
J. W. Ruggles has closed a very successful Summer 
Normal Training School for young music teachers at 
Fayette, Iowa. 
Mr. Nathan Franks announces six Tuesday night or¬ 
chestral concerts during the winter. The first is to be 
given in October. , 
Mr. Clarence Eddy, the eminent concert organist of 
Chieugo, has been giving recitals in San Francisco on 
Sept. 4th and 5th. 
Auguste Sauret, pianist, and a brother of Emile 
Sauret, the distinguished violinist, died in New York, 
aged forty-one years. 
Theodore Thomas will give a series of orchestral con¬ 
certs at the Lenox Lyceum, New York, during the au¬ 
tumn and winter seasons. . * 
Gustavus Johnson, of Minneapolis, has been ap¬ 
pointed a member of the Executive Committee in place 
of Walter Pitzet, resigned. 
Me. Schneider, Philadelphia’s well-known piano 
teacher, died at Bedford Springs, Pa., on August 20th. 
He was in his fifty-ninth year. 
Chevalier De Kontski, the eminent pianist and com Eoser, has returned to Buffalo from Silver Lake,' where 
e has been spending several weeks. 
with those of the voice, and end with orchestral exami¬ 
nations on Oet„ 4th. Piano and organ examinations to 
take place on Sept. 80th. 
A series of orchestral concerts will be given by Anton 
Seidl, under the auspices of the Seidl Society, at the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music. The initial performance 
will be a Wagner matinee on Oct. 30th, to be followed 
with nine evening concerts at popular prices. 
The Canadian Music Herald is now incorporated with 
the Music Journal, under the editorship -of Mr. W 
Elliott, and publish, d by Zimme & Co., ot Toronto. 
We are glad to know the Music Herald is in such good 
hands, and wish it the success it so well deserves. 
Leopold Godowsky, the young^ Polish pianist, whom 
all New Yorkers will remember to have heard some year 
ago, has just returned to this country after an abst-uc 
of four years spent abroad, partly in study under Sain 
Saens and partly in a tour of the principal European 
cities. For his performances during the latter he has 
received great praise. ^ 
Edward Baxter Perry gave his first lectnre recita 
of the season at the New England Conservatory on bupt 
25th, where he repeated by special request, the. pro¬ 
gramme given at the M. T. N. A. meeting at Detrqit. 
He left Boston the following day on a five months 
recital tour in the West and South, after which he will 
make a trip throughNew York, Pennsylvania and New 
England in Mareii and April. 
mg August they appeared in Saratoga, Washington, 
Richmond, Lake Mahopac, Lakeville and Washington, 
Conn., Watkins Glen, N. Y., and Great Barrington, 
Mass. . 
The New York Chorus Society, Mr. C. Mortimer 
Wiske, announces three concerts at the Lenox Lyceum 
next winter. Theodore Thomas and his orchestra will 
cooperate with the chorus of five hundred voices. , Mas¬ 
senet’s “ Eve ” and Max Vogrieh'8 new oratorio, “The 
Captivity” will be among the works produced. 
Mr. Alexander Lambert, the Director of the New 
York College of Music, awarded the free scholarships of 
thiB year to Misses Jessie D. Shay, Marita 0‘Leary, 
Mercedes O’Leary, Emma Pilat, S. Johnson, F. Jelltffe, 
C. Fallon, G. Greene, K. Smith, and Masters Henry 
Lery, Harry Brother, F. W. Lawler, Henio L6vy, Alex. 
L6vy and M. Muller. 
foreign. 
Cade has just published a new qnartet for strings in D, 
Opus 63. 
Kullak, the pianist, has permanently closed his 
school of music at Berlin. 
Sylva, the tenor, has been engaged to sing at the Ber¬ 
lin Royal Opera next winter. 
The receipts at each of the Oberammergau perform¬ 
ances reached the sum of about $5000. 
Mme Melba, the Australian singer, has been as suc¬ 
cessful in opera in London as she was in Paris. 
The tax levied on pianofortes in Zurich, Switzerland, . 
yields on an average the sum of $6000 annually 
Wagner’s music dramas are produced at the Na ional 
Opera House, Buda-Pesth, in the Hungarian lai-gusge. 
At a recent competition in Paris, the first prize for 
organ extemporization was carried off by a lady—Mdlle. 
Prestat. sHH 
Otto Hegner will appear at Berlin, in conjunction 
with the Philharmonic orchestra, on Oct 17th. He will 
play a Beethoven concerto. 
Mme. Trebelli, the distinguished contr ilto, is about 
to undertake a farewell tour in Scandinavia. An interest¬ 
ing sketch of her brilliant career has just been, issued in 
London. — 
The German Singing Societies' Festival was held at 
Vienna on August 15th. lhere were about bOOO singers 
present. A new hall has been built in the Prater lor this 
..ccasion. 
Mme. Sophie Menter, the distinguished pianist, will 
reappear in concerts tu Germany this tail, alter a relire- 
ueutof a number ot years. : 
The French Government appropriates $160,000 to the 
Graud 0,.era and $000 apiece to the Lamourtux Co- 
■onue and Popular concerts. 
Mrs. Gbrbit Smith, the American soprano, gave a 
concert at Siem way Hall, Londou. Eng., recently, assisted 
.y Miss Mane Groebl and Arthur Friedhetm, the pianist, 
a pupil of Liszt. * i 
A concert orchestra has been organized by the resi¬ 
due musicians of Constantinople consisting mostly of 
Germans and Italians. It numbers fitly-two members, 
,iud will devote its attention to regular symphony and; 
popular concerts. 
Waldkmar Aus deb Ohb, the pianist’s brother, has 
received the first prize at the Royal Academy of Arts, 
I jrlin, f< is pains. g, “ P eta.” 
Alfred Reisenaub, the Liszt pupil, who has been 
making a tour through European and Asiatic Russia, 
will concertize in Berlin during November. 
During his summer sojourn in the Black Forest, An¬ 
ton Rubinstein composed a new concert overture, “ An¬ 
tony and Cleopatra.” The work has been published. 
Mas. Carreno has been engaged to play at two extra 
concerts of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, at Sche- 
veningen, in September, and will then concertize is Rus¬ 
sia and Germany. 
' ’ A Mendelssohn Festival will be Held at Crystal Pal¬ 
ace, London, in Jane, 1892. ' It is hoped that a chorus' 
< four thousand will assis in the perl raw ice >f “St 
Paul,” “Elijah,” “Christus,” stc. 
Mmb. Patti will make a tour of England and Scof- 
la id 1 Oct 10 to Nc t 21s i u all w n . 1 give i 
series ... cones rts at Ni * It is said that Mmi Patti 
will revisit this country in about two years. ... 
Mmb. Aine Luo'ca mil giy« a few final perfi m- 
ances in German} this wintei and then ievote hei il 
o te&cbinf Sh has a - pertory o ibout ixtj tpera 
varying from each parts as Zerlina, in Fra Diavolo, to 
;Donna 4»«a.and Elsa, 
The Musical Standard, of London, England, gives 
quite a good account of the meeting of the M. T. N. A., 
an American Society for the Promotion of Musical Art. 
Old country musicians are beginning to awaken to the 
good work Americans are doing in music. 
The Festival of the General Association of German 
Musicians, recently held at Eisenach, Germany, pro¬ 
duced a large number of new works, among which- were 
a “ Prelude,” by Draeseke, part of a “ Serenade,” by 
Tschaikowski, and a “Burlesque” for piano and or¬ 
chestra, by Richard Strauss. 
Verdi is reported from Geneva to be in excellent 
health ; and, although his white hair and flowing beard 
give him a venerable appearance, his eyes are full of 
fire. He will not admit that “ Othello ” is his last 
work, and says there is no telling what he may do yet, 
if the inspiration comes to him. 
The centenaries of three eminent musicians will occur 
in the course of next year, viz., of Meyerbeer, on Sep¬ 
tember 6th; Carl Czerny, on February 21st, and of 
H6rold, the composer of “ Zampa,” on January 28th. 
On December 6th, 1891, one hundred years will have 
elapsed since the death of Mozart. j 
A collection of ancient musical instruments lately' 
exhibited at Berlin, includes Frederick the Great’s 
traveling spinet, to be folded up during transportation ; 
Carl Maria von Weber’s grand piano, used by the com¬ 
poser of “ Der Freischiitz ” for twenty years ; Mozart’s 
traveling pianoforte, and Mendelssohn’s grand piano, Eresented by the composer’s family to the Hochsckule in 
lerlin. 
LETTERS TO TEACHERS. 
,’Ques.—1. I have lately been reading Mason’s “ Toneh 
and Technic,” but do not quite understand it. Is the 
elastic staccato touch designed for slow staccato music 
only?’ I don’t understand how it could be used in quick 
passages. 
2. How should the “ Scherzo” of Mendelssohn’s, Op. 
16, Three Fantasies or Caprices, be played I 'My natural 
way is to let the hand rebound lightly. ’ I can hardly tell 
whether the wrist bends or whether .the arm moves, but 
such music seems very easy to me. 
Can you tell me of any book of studies fall as easy and 
as good as Loeschhom’s, Op. 66, Book 1st? I have a I 
few little-pupils; have used Loeschhorn’s, but would like 
a change. 
6. Can you recommence me some book of duets for 
teacher and pupil suitable for beginners ? 
6. To return to the subject of touch, what staccato 
should be'used upon the reed organ?- If you will kindly 
answer these questions I will be greatly obliged. 
~ A New Subscriber. 
Ans.—1. The elastic touch in Mason’s system is the 
most difficult thing of all to get'quite right without the 
correction of the living teacher. I have rarely seen it 
done. I am in the habit of teaching this touch differ¬ 
ently from the way directed in the book, particularly in 
the movement of the hand upward on the wrist joint at 
the completing of the touch. Mason allows the hand to 
remain nearly or quite horizontal, the finger shutting 
almost or entirely in completing the touch, but the hand 
remaining stationary. I teach to relax-the flexor mus¬ 
cles, .jiamediately when the-to chis’ma 3, sot orougaly Second, transitional matter and passages may intervene, 
that the will rebound upwai * at least tv inchesj In the ger fo bhere is also a third subject, ii the' 
moving loosely poi )d inant, or something of the sort. The plan then 
strong contraction of the flexors in completing this touch, is Principal, transition, Second, transition, Principal, 
.but at the "same time to .cause the motion to cease the Third, transition, Principal, and a.Coda is usually added 
very moment that the work desired has bees done. • la to complete the affair handsomely. The Sonata-jpiece 
order to be sure that this relaxation has "bees, accom- is similar to the Rondo in fig names of its parts, but 
; plished, I take the evidence of this upward rebound of with certain modifications. The Sonata-piece (Sonata- 
the hand. When the hand remains stationary at this satz) is divided into two great parts by .the-doable 
moment, the wrist is almost invariably constricted. A bar. Before the double bar the - plan is- the -following: 
loose wrist is one of the most indispensable conditions of Principal, Transition, Second, Partial Conclusion. • All 
satisfactory progress in piano playing, sad one. has to this .is repeated. Then follows immediately after the 
obtain it at all hazards. The valne of the elastic-touch doable bar the Elaboration,: or,-as .the Germans call it, 
exercise lies in its power of strengthening the fingers, in the ‘ ‘ Durchfiihrungssatz, ’ ’ or the “ Carrying out-piece.” 
which respect it is the most important technical exercise It is a free fantasia upon motives of-the earlier part of 
I know of. But it is limited to slow movements, the will the work. Mozart often has here a new melody without 
being concentrated in the touch to the utmost degree. JThe any elaboration. It is called in this case a Mittelsatz, or 
tone is always to be very large and fluid. It might be ‘‘ Middle-piece.’’ After the Elaboration, the entire first 
advisable, occasionally, to perform this tonch slowly but part is recapitulated, but with more or less modifications, 
softly, for the sake of looseness of wrist and freedom of The Principal is often, shortened, and the Second comes 
motion; but the great application of the exercise is in in the principal key.. The German names for these parts 
slow and strong practice, the movement being not faster are Mauptsatz for the Principal, Seitensatz for the Second, 
than from one to two seconds upon each tone, and it is Uebergang for the Transition, Schlusssatz (closing piece), 
very important tosgeure the sustained; holding tout effect for the partial and complete conclusion. Abbreviations 
upon the first tone, and upon the second tone a volume of these terms occur in all the Cotta copies. 
and solidity quite equal to the first. In my treatise upon Musical Form (now in press) I 
This exercise has the tendency to promote stiffness, have analyzed a*.number of . sonatas with keys, numbers 
or angularity of motions, unless it is finished with of measures, etc. But the student cun do it for himself, 
the loose wrist, as already described; and unless conn- by attending to what I have here, written and the abbre- 
teracted with a good deal of practice upon its opposite, viations in good editions. 
the “light two-finger exercise,” played rapidly, softly, -——- 
and without the slightest constriction of the hand or -n-nm-na 
wrist in any part of it. All the joints are to be in a r UBLloHLK o RUiLo. 
loose and “floppy” condition. This kind of ability to ™ , .... . " . ■ . . , , . 
. , ,, . . - , , , . We have laid in a very large supply of theAndre cheap 
control the nervous state, of the hands and arm is . .... . “ . - , / ,,. 
. . . . . , . • . „ edition. This edition is not very well known in this 
extremely important, because it is the secret of bus- . ... , . * . , . 
iuuoo uu uuuuj wuvuu uui xu o iviuu ui uxubY iu n7 « - . 1 . , *
, * ,,  - ©>Andr
q  .... . mi. -.  V . f
 .. . 
 , ,  
• . , . f, . . country, and we believe that it has quite a number of 
tamed execution m different passages, the fatigue m , ± .. 
... „ f , advantages over the Peters and Litolff; in fact, it 
public lying, lor instance, being more generally due ... , . . ’ 
f ■ , - „ ~ ~ is somewhat cheaper, and the works are more closely 
to the use of nervous force and intensity of will, mentally, c , , . . . ... , ,. ,. . „ 
, . , * . . fingered and annotated. The printing and binding is of 
and to improper resistance of muscle due to nervous ,, , . , , , . . . . 
. A . .. . ,, ... , the very best, we shall be pleased to send circulars to 
constnction, than to any “work” ot the muscles properly - ' 
LJ “y of our Patrons on application. 
so called, or necessarily belonging to the playing in hand. 
Hence I say that the elastic touch is applicable to slow The special offer made during the summer for the 
passages only, and to those only when strongly marked forthcoming new works is withdrawn. The works can 
effects are desired. For lighter and less emphatic only be had at the regular list priceB. 
° r TL - 1 T--J    Al, ~ 
staccato effects, the motion falls off proportionately. There has been some delay in the preparation of the 
_ , . , , , , - , ,, , selected “ Heller Studies,” and from the present outlook 
2. The Scherzo in Mendelssohn s Op. 16 Bhould be . - . .. 
, , . we cannot promise the complete work for several months. 
played from the hand, with a very slight motion of the ^o^ ^ks are about ready for delivery, 
finger and only-a minute motion of the hand. The wrist 
is to be held loosely The time of the year*has arrived for teachers to select 
An easy set of studies, about equal to those of Loesch- tbeir dealerfor tbe most respectfully solicit 
horn, Op. 66 should be Behrens’ velocity, Op. 61. the PatronaI® of °ar subscribers, feehig confident that 
we can satisfactorily provide for all their wants in mu- 
6. Studies for four hands, pubhshed by Presser. sical merchaudise. We have greatly increase l our fc. 
6. I do not know what'to say about the staccato upon and stock, and have ample facilities for providing insti- 
the reed organ. I think arm, or \hand. In general, tutions. of learning and private teachers with the very 
however, the staccato upon the organ has this difference best editions at the most reasonable rates. Sene for our 
from the staccato upon the pianoforte. Upon the piano catalogues. ~ . 
you make the opening between the tones larger than it No better 8timulant to work can be found than The 
should be; upon the organ you make it as small as Etijde< i„ reCeiving new pupils,:we would ea 
possible. The reason is that upon the piano there is a on teachers who would' expect tbs .est results, 
certain amount of vibration after you take th|finger from 8abscription to The Etude he taken with ever} 
the key; upon the organ there is none. A mising pupil. It has been stated over and over that 
In Dussek’a La Matinee Rondo, what is the meaning those pupils who read The Etude study better than those 
WHO do not. Wo - 0—, oodkiog Th. Etc, 
sixty-ninth measure, and R. G. at measure 122 ? more and more a journal for students sis well as teachers. 
I believe these letters are in all of the editions of this j,^ye withdrawn with this issue the names of the 
.piece ofmusic^ A Subscriber. corps of editors from the inside title page; this/how- 
j The letters you ask about indicate the large formal ever, does not mean that they havs discontinued their 
divisions of the work: H. S. is for Haupt satz, or “Head work; they will be just as active as here'-fore. lr» 
piece,” i. e., Principal Subject; S. S. is for Seiten satz, Charles W.^andon, who conducted The Et >b luring 
“ Side Piece,” i. e., Second Subject; R. G. Biickgang, Mr. Presser’s absence in Europe this summer, will con- 
“going hack,” i.e., the return toward the principal tinue his work. All matter relating to the Editorial 
subject. These letters occur in all the Stuttgart editions Department can be sent to him direct; his address is 
edited by Lebert and Stark. In some of the American Claverack, N. Y. He has undertaken to examine all 
reprints they are translated. The rondo form in its matter intended for The Etude, and then send it on to 
^smallest application consists of a Principal subject of the managing editor, who will finally decide what shall 
tony length, 8 or 16 measures or more, followed by a go into the journal. It is the aim .of the publisher and 
i Second subject in a related k^y, generally the dominant, editors to still greatly increase the worth of the journaL 
8 or 16 measures ; and a recapitulation of the Principal, It is the aim. of the management to employ the : bes 
jfollowed by the Coda. Between the Principal and the* writers, on musical topics in the country. 
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Questions anfl Xnswens. phrasing, 4|t>c f: Is not' mply to practk bat to be shown exactly the effect intended, the teacher playing, it; 
then the‘mechanical means by which the effect maybe 
| obtained, the pupil alt natinj * *vl» the t, a< < i* >ver id 
over again, until the right method is clearly understood, 
so clearly that practice will finish it. Then comes the 
Iireview at:the heiidesson. :y::\ y -'W ■ v i v:? 
4. The practice yon speak of is valgar to a degree. 
My studies at school are rather severe—consuming six 
hours daily. I am very desirous of becoming a good 
pianist, but so dull am I in music that I can accomplish 
nothing with less than three hours of hard practice 
daily. In the morning, before school-time, I practice (1) 
“Mason’s Two Finger Exercise” through “Velocity 
Forms; » (2) the thirds, sixths, and arpeggios (different It ig rt of the man babitaal toisu8es 0f music, 
positions) of some scale; (8) a few exercises tor _ , . . . , , 
strengthening the wrists. This practice consumes one ' I o wash the case ot a piano once in two or three 
hour at least. After school, I spend one hour over years is a good idea, but surely allow no water to get into 
“ Loeschhom ’’ and “ Czerny.’’, In the evening I study the • instrument. Use a damp cloth, and: not a sopping  . _ .... 
-i f m w pie ; vend review old < xerci es and pi sees. * his i 
evening practk e takes an hour also. _ 
Ques.—1. Is my programme, good ? Am I spending 
too much time ? Wnere can I improve the plan? 
2. I fear I memorize too much. By reading but % few 
bars of an exercise, I am able to play to the jehd. Is 
this right? I am a very, very poor reader—I cannot 
read, at sight, even the simplest selections. What shall 
Ido? ••- . ' 
—8. My teacher has a good method, but I-fear he, like 
many others, does more idling than teaching. He tells 
me I must practice Mason daily; but he has never yet 
wet one. Dry with a soft cloth; do not go over but a 
part of the piano before drying it, then the rest. 
The great bulk of time during lessons, after certain 
elementary points are established, must be taken up with 
drilling in style and expression; the piece in study, or 
the study itself, furnishes the material. M. 
1. Should the movable Do method be absolutely con¬ 
demned both in instrumental and id vocal teaching? 
Has the fixed Do method any pedagogical value in in¬ 
strumental teaching? 
Mast of our leading teachers are-advocating lower 
seats for the piano pupil. There is no doubt but with 
a low seat, the pupil uses Mb fingers more freely; and 
hat Ms irm id sti ned wrists have less « nd ncy to 
make a poor tone. The points of the elbows should be 
from one to two inches lower than the keyboard. A 
chair makes a better seat than a stool. The comfort is 
to be considered, for if the pupil is perched upon a high 
and unsteady stool, the tendency is to Bit stiffly, and thus 
unconsciously the touch is inade hard. A lower seat 
tends to the health of the pupil as .well as his comfort, 
and to better playing. It is next to impossible to play _ 
well while sitting op a tottering or unstable seat. 
told me how to make the most of the .exercises; never 2 Wbere . - <<A Hundred Years of Music in 
makes any comment on my prachce^in fact has never America„ pabl4ed, and what is the price of the book? S&* work on History of wMoh tieaU 
me? Should our teachers not teach' (telling and drill, 
etc.) instead of tell 1 Please name some men who would 
teach me music, also charges. I have taken lessons but 1. This question, addressed to me personally, I answer 
a year, yet my teacher waa surprised when I refused to most emphatically No! The fixed Do has no pedagogic 
torture an audience by performing one of Lange’s pieces: yal(ie wbatever> tbat j have ever heard of. 
of Music and Musicians in America as an integral part 
of the same? e. u. a. 
Ix“ Expression and Technic,” Mr. Edwin Moore 
gives our readers some practical suggestions. . The value 
of singing to the piano pupil is well explained, and h« 
shows clearly the relation of technic to expression. 
Leading teachers of our country are now working on the 
lines laid down in Mr. Moore’s article. While, perhaps, 
there is no less attention given to technic, there is far 
more study devoted to the intellectual, emotional and 
expressive phases of the art. 
Was I right in refusing to play ? 
4. Even among what are termed polite people, we 
often see a performer trying to please, but he cannot be 
heard for the talking going on. If treated thus, would 
you not immediately cease playing? 
5. Is it better to wash a piano with a soft, wet sponge, 
then pat it with a soft cloth, than to rub with a dry cloth ? | 
If either way is not good, please suggest another. 
i ~ Idyl. 
Your account of yourself is so imperfect that I cannot 
answer your question satisfactorily. I need to know 
your agerthe names of the pieces which you can now 
play in a manner capable of pleasing a hearer. A few 
of your questions I can answer:— 
1. You have too much exercise, and too little music. 
Omit half the time on Loeschhom and Czerny; or omit 
the latter entirely, so long as you are doing so much on 
the Mason exercises. You do not memorize too much, 
but you may do other things too little. The only valid 
evidence that you are memorizing too much will be .your 
music running in your head, and keeping you awake at 
nights. When this happens, you are using your brain 
too much in this direction, and for a time you must desist 
and take more out-of-door exercise. You are using too 
many hours a day in study. School all day and three 
hours practice besides are too many. I should probably 
direct you to reduce the practice to not more than two 
hours. 
.2. In order to improve your reading, the best thing to 
do is to read at a slow tempo by metronome, or in four- 
hand arrangement, easy pieces, to the amount of a half 
hour a day. In three months you will find that this will 
improve your reading a great deal. But you must read 
—in strict time, although-it may and should be a slow time 
at first. 
.3. You "may be a genius—and then again you may not. 
In twenty years’ use of Mason’s exercises I have never 
seen a pupil or heard of one who did not need to be 
drilled upon exercises at least once a week. Pupils fall 
into careless ways and incomplete motions, even after 
having been thoroughly trained. Securing the right 
motions and touches at the start is something which 
comes only by much drilling. I find it necessary to use 
as much aB an hour a week with new pupils for a month 
or two, or even three months, before we get easy uses of 
the. wrist, arm, and correct uses of the fingers, and the 
proper correlation of musical effects with the mechanical 
means of getting them. This is in the case of pupils 
already advanced, teachers. With children, mechanism 
iB a part of every‘ lesson, and must be for one or two 
years, or more. It maybe a small part, at times; but 
eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. It is not a 
question qf practicing Mason’s exercises so much a day, 
but of how you play them* The same holds in regard to 
2. Copies of “A Hundred Years of Music in Ameri¬ 
ca” can be had through me, upon terms made known 
privately. The retail prices range from $5.50 to $7.50, 
according to binding, but liberal reductions are made 
agents willing to canvass certain territory. 
8. There is no general History of music containing an 
account of American music, because as yet American 
music has had nothing to do with the general develop¬ 
ment of the art. There is a very important work in 
preparation devoted to American music. It will be 
ready early next year. M. 
Ques.—Does Dr. Mason expect a child, or any one 
who is beginning music, to practice the fast forms of 
the two-finger exercises, before he is able'to play, the 
slow form with quiet hand and flexible wrist ? Though 
I have practiced for a long time, I cannot play the fast 
form but once or twice through with the fourth and fifth 
fingers without resting—much less shoulff I expect one 
of my pupils to do it, without a good deal of slow prac¬ 
tice first. Subscriber. 
Ans.—No; but the pupil should be able to do the 
velocity forms as far as No. 21, but Nos. 12 to 16 need 
but a little practice. 
In your own case the entire trouble is in holding your 
hands too rigid, stiff, taut, nerved up, too much nerve 
and muscular tension. Let your hand—practice with 
one at a time—be perfectly loose, passive and almost 
lifeless, and go slowly and without effort, till you can 
control the desired looseness. Then try the velocity, 
surely maintaining the complete looseness. Try this a 
while, and then write me how yop succeed with it. 
C. W. L. 
EDITOBIAL NOTES. 
The American Composers’ Choral Association, 
formed in New York city last May, produces only the 
compositions of American musicians. Several hundred 
musicians have already joined. Choral and vocal soci 
eties can secure original American works by correspond¬ 
ing with De Lancey Nicholl, President, care of Steinway 
Hall, New York City. 
The teachers among our readers should use their 
influence Irith the churches in having them sustain voca 
classes and singing schools. For the more activity in 
music the better for all interested—general society, the 
church and Sunday-school, the home and its children 
as well as the music teacher. £<'* matter how dead 
musically, your town may be, any &etive music teacher 
can, by systematic and unremitting efforts, make it 
musical place, and great will be the reward of\ frach 
efforts. 
We, as American teachers, are taking more pride in 
using the best compositions of American composers. 
The demand for higher-class music is rapidly increasing, 
and we can help it on by giving more of these works, 
using them as far as they meet the needs of our pupils. 
Mr. Wardner Williams, in his article on “ Develop¬ 
ing a Musical Imagination,” brings to our view a means 
of leading the pupil to listen to and analyze what he is 
playing. This is important,- for,’ when the pupil has 
earned to keep his mind on Ms work, he can play 
without being' unduly nervouB, and has learned the 
secret of keeping himself interested. A well developed 
and an active imagination is necessary to enable the 
performer to play with an effective expression. - 
The article “Musical Thinking and Doing,” by Herve 
D. Wilkins, has brought us letters asking for farther 
information. At our request, Mr. Wilkins has given a 
supplementary article,“The Mental Beading of Music,” 
where he deals with this subject more from its practical 
standpoint. __ 
Mr. Perry gives our readers the supplementary arti¬ 
cle on “What Shall we Play?” He treats the sul 
in a practical and most thorough manner, mak 
article of unusual worth to both pupils and teachers. 
These three articles are of the kind that will iar read¬ 
ing more than once. 
In the entertaining article by Mr. Mathews, “ An ,1 - 
temational Episode,” our readers can discern “between 
the lines” that “Sunny Italy, the Land of Sc g,” is 
musical in name rather than in fact; ths pie do 
not take kindly to the severe styles- of i e also 
see confirmation of another fact, whicl is, that Englam 
and the United States have the finest organa in the 
world; at least, we learn that Italy does not possess the 
best. These tMngs being so, some may ask: If Italy 
is so far behind in classical, church, organ and piano 
music (there is practically no piano music there), why 
should we go to Italy to study music? The answer gen¬ 
erally given is, that she still leads the world in vocal 
music. ButtMs is no longer true to the extent it was 
twenty-five years ago. We have as good teachers of the 
voice in this country as can be found any* lere; and 
there are superior teachers of the voice in Lor - Ion, Paris 
and the cities of Germany. 
The older I become, so much the more clearly do I 
perceive how important it is, first to learn, and then 
form opinions—not the latter before the former ; also, not 
both at once.—Menddssohn. 
The road to perfection, to mastership, lies, in the di- 
r*« tic n o ’ ns i nt - pplic - iion ks coi tinusJ * i >b h| 
mil mak the h rd s steel smoofe, so f ifchMness, 
' i i „ c< ov t rc< ft*- a i y tec! nk as diffi ji Itj — ^"1"- 
DEVELOPING MUSIC &L IMIGIN iflOl 
BY WARDNER 'WILLIAMS. 
In teaching art we should endeavor, as early as pos¬ 
sible, to bring the student to an art basis. 
The pupil should early be taught to discriminate be¬ 
tween what is artistic and what is not artistic. Teach 
tbs pupil that an artistic composition embodies an idea 
mo re or less distinct and that we need to understand this 
idea as clearly as possible, in order to give the composi¬ 
tion the artistic significance the author intended. 
To accomplish this it is necessary to get the mnsic 
student to appreciate the essential elements of art, first, 
as expressed in the compositions of others, and second, 
to develop them later in his own expressions in the 
form o :( np Ritioi . low th t th id i in usic is 
frequently indicated by the title of the piece, as a kind, of 
expon • il c lai 
. To make this practical let the student present a list of 
original titles which are suggestive of artistic^ thought. 
This first list will doubtless contain some artistic titles 
and many which are not. 
With ibis list in hand the instructor should teach the 
pupil to discriminate between artistic titles and those 
which are not artistic, that is those which lie within the 
realm of art and those which are outside of it. 
With such a list the teacher can not only teach the 
pupil to discriminate art .subjects, but can often give 
some general idea at the piano of the form each might 
take if written out.. Here allow me to give a short list 
presented by a student of comparatively little experience 
in music. 
Peace, The Brook, The Wanderer, Forsaken, Expec¬ 
tation. - 
Among others! have received puch titles as the fol¬ 
lowing: Night, Springtime, The Evening Star, Upon 
the Desert, The Poet’s Dream, A Storm on the Lake. 
“The Wind over the Chimney, Wandering Winds, The 
Awakening. Song of Builders, Flight and Pursuit. Re1 
flections, Whither, The Peasant’s Fair, Song of the 
Gondolier, etc. 
The teacher can go through sneh a list with the pupil, 
discussing the sentiment of each title, whether it is artis¬ 
tic or not, and suggest something of the form it might 
take. Let us take, for example, The Brook; show that 
there should be a subdued part, a* kind of undertone, 
which represents the ripple of the stream, over which 
floats a melody, as a maiden who sits and hums a 
melody by a brookside, whose mnsic becomes her 
accompaniment. 
• Then in this connection turn to Mendelssohn’s Song 
Without Words, Op. 30, No. 11, or for similar forms to 
Schubert’s Impromptu,-Op. 90, No. 3, or to Raff’s 
Spinning Maiden, Op. 157, No. 2, etc. 
So go through the list, first drawing from the students 
their thought,on what they suppose to be original titles, 
and last of all show them the works of the masters upon 
these very subjects or similar ones. The list presented 
_ will at once call to mind Schubert’s Wanderer, Mendels¬ 
sohn’s Spring Song, Wagner’s Evening Star.,. The poet 
speaks of Schumann (Kiriderscenen, No. 11), The Lake, 
by W. Sterndale Bennett; The Ghost in the Chimney, 
by Theo. Kullak; Warnm? (Why?), by Schumann and 
many others. In this connection the instructor should 
not only call attention to the character and-sentiment of 
each individual piece, but show that classes of composi¬ 
tions, i. e., nocturnes, barcarolles, slumber songs, etc., 
differ in their very nature, and show wherein the distinc¬ 
tion lies. 
After one list has been thoroughly discussed let the 
- pupil present another, etc. This often proves a source 
' of great inspiration to students when they find the 
subjects they have selected have been used by the great 
masters | not only that, but they find in their choice of 
■ subjects they are upon ah art basis and drawing from the 
same fountain from which drew the world’s acknowl¬ 
edged masters. 
The practical benefit of snch study is to enable the 
pnpil to discern readily artistic mnsic aB it comes to him 
- fromdhe hand of the composer. 
One will often be surprised to see how flSadily the 
student learns to discriminate real art thoughts in music. 
This kind of discipline not only awakens a greater inter¬ 
est In, intelligent piano study, but it is also as important 
step in the preparation of the student for successful com¬ 
position, la that it helps to develop a quick, analytical 
and imaginative mind. It Is my experience that with 
this kind of study the pnpil learns to appreciate more 
readily the true beauty of a composition by attempting 
to discover, if possible, the author’s thoughts. la these 
days we need to teach the mind to clothe every effort 
with intelligence, and how can this be done more effec¬ 
tively than le set the mind at work as the dominant 
agency In "every, form :of discipline:? : 
EXPRESSION VS. TECHNIC. 
BY SDWIK MOORE. 
The lengths to which piano “technique,” in both 
theory and practice, is being carried, would lead one to 
suppose that “technique” is the sum total of good 
piano playing. Mnsic Teachers’ Associations and the 
musical journals make it a prominent subject for discus¬ 
sion, while publishers are frequently bringing out new 
works and methods devoted exclusively to its acquire¬ 
ment. Science and mechanical skill have likewise con¬ 
tributed to its advancement, and when at last it was 
thought that the limit of execution had been reached, 
a modern Alexander, seeing where Nature could be 
improved, with his knife cut the “ Gordian knot ” that 
had so tightly bound the hands of aspiring pianists, and 
rendered possible still greater achievements than had 
ever been attempted in the acrobatic line. 
Are we then to consider that he who can play the fast¬ 
est or pound the hardest is entitled to the palm, and to 
be accepted as the true exponent of legitimate piano 
playing? As well might the same qualification be made 
the standard for all who aspire to fame and renown in 
the histrionic art.. 
Imagine the candidate for elocutionary honors to be 
required to Recite— 
“ Peter Piper picked a peek of pickled peppers,” 
the merit of the performance to depend upon the speed 
at which the words are uttered, and yet there are many 
persons who judge all piano playing by this low standard. 
iSuch persons have no true musical feeling, and can 
appreciate only that which can be seen with the eye or 
punctuated with the heel. A sky-rocket performance of 
arpeggios and octaves, bringing into play all the ten 
fingers at once, drives them into an ecstasy of exhilara¬ 
tion, while if the performer will only do the same thing 
over again while standing on his Lead, thqy would be 
elevated to the seventh heaven. 
Technic, for the sake of “showing off,” may be art, 
but it is not musical art. A composition may be per¬ 
fectly played, so far as technic is concerned, and yet fail 
to arouse any feeling other than that of wonder at the 
manual dexterity displayed. It cannot be commended 
as a musical performance, for there is no sentiment 
expressed nor emotion kindled. It is but a cold, glitter¬ 
ing thing, without form or expression. There is no 
desire on the part of the writer to discredit the value of 
technical training; its necessity is acknowledged and its 
importance in the curriculum of study conceded, but it 
must not be assumed that technic is the first and only 
qualification needed by a pianist. Back of that there 
must be musical feeling, and hot only the possession of 
musical feeling, but the ability to exert its influence 
upon others, exciting emotions beyond the power of 
jwords ttr express, and thrilling an audience as. the storm 
sways the forest trees and compels them to dd homage 
to its mighty power. 
This latter quality, so common to the "dramatic reader 
or singer, is equally valuable to the pianist, although the 
latter, being obliged tonse an instrument as a medium 
for expression, must he^more or less handicapped as 
compared with one who uses that most perfect organ of 
expression, the human voice.- It would undoubtedly be 
an advantage to all • piano students to combine singing 
exercises with • their ■ instrumental studies. . One who 
sings is less likely to play mechanically than one who 
does not, for tie ability to sing requires s mnsical ear, 
—a qualification, % the way, not possessed by all who 
play—consequently the playing of a pianist who is able 
o ii g will naturally be haractei zed by * syn pathetic, 
singing tone and in' appreciate n of the legato tonch, so 
essential in the playing of cantabile passages. The con¬ 
ception of • sentiment, and the desire to give it expres¬ 
sion, are likewise more apt to claim the attention of one 
who sings than of one who does not. To get thoroughly 
inflated with the spirit of the piece, and to convey that 
impression to others, is the controlling purpose of. the 
vocal artist. The words of the song represent his own 
thoughts and desires; for the time being he feels that 
he is the embodiment of all that the song suggests, and 
while due regard is pud to the requirements of technic, 
still the dominating feeling is to so impress the song 
itself upoib the audience as to make it forget the singer 
in its eqjoyment of the song. 
Such absorption, such self-sacrifice, such magnetic 
power mag be possible in a piano player who does not 
Bing, nevertheless it must be conceded that the advan¬ 
tage is largely on the other side. 
MUSICAL CLUBS. 
BY WHr BESSERER. 
The great desideratum is that the vast human family 
should become more musical. Whatever means will do 
this, or aid in doing it, should be utilized. When public 
sentiment is to be made, or popular feeling aroused, the 
people are addressed en masse. What is needed is the 
education of the people, and to this end we must rely 
mainly upon the esprit de corps—-the animating spirit 
of masses of people. It is a fact that the people are 
more readily and generally influenced in groups; hence 
the advantages that accrue to- the class method of teach¬ 
ing vocal mnsic. This is being done-in the form of the 
choral society, singing school, musical convention, musi¬ 
cal institute, mnsic normal, orchestra, band, etc. There 
is here, certainly, no lack of material on which to exer¬ 
cise the musical sense and the rudimental mnsical facul¬ 
ties. The principal value of choral mnsic as an ener¬ 
gizing force lies injts engrossing the conjoint activity of 
many, and the most impressive emotional aspect of the 
chorns is its outbursts of power and joy, by which, more 
than by any other tone combinations, the sublime is 
embodied. 
The nucleus of interest in mnsical art is, in almost all 
American communities, the choral society, or, in small 
towns, the chnrch choir. The most important step of 
the mnsical clnb or choral society is to establish the first- 
broad foundations of good taste, and to awaken the rudi¬ 
mentary tonal sense. The amount of influence' requisite 
to a full awakening of the perception of tones and their 
inter-relations cannot be easily estimated, bat the ease 
with-which children educated in musical families appre¬ 
hend the best mnsic, and the stubborn imperviousness 
of those who have been brought np on the inanities of 
so-called popular music, is a gange of some value. - 
The unconscious education of membership in a mnsi- 
cal society is better than, its direct-instruction, for half 
our culture in mnsic descends upon ns like the dew of 
heaven, silently, slowly, by increments of refreshing joy, 
too small to be noted at.the-time, yet potent and precious 
as the shining, silent sporules which bead the morning 
landscape. 
Look not mournfully into the past; it comes not bac 
agai#.*^ Wisely improve the present; it is thine. Go forth 
to meet the shadowy future without fear, with a manly 
heart.—Longfellow. 
Three trifleB are essential for a good piano or singing- 
teacher— • 
The finest taste, 
Th;- dc epesi fee ling, 
and in addition, the requisite knowledge, energy, and 
some practice?-—'-Friedrich Wieck. . - 
mm 
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M JSIOAL SOOIETIES. 
BY W. T. WODKLL. 
True musicians, believing that good music has a 
powerful influence in refining, elevating and making 
happier the individual and the community, desire the 
rapid and general spread of, musical culture in our 
country Fhey ar earnest pre sobers of the gospel of 
me s''.' and determined foes the mworthj ar : 
legrading in the wort of omposer or performer It is 
with the hope that I may be able to offer encouragement 
and help in son measure, to the many musicians -» 
gaged in work of dnc&ting the pec j le in music, thal 
I have accepted the invitation of the editor of The 
Etude to write an article on Musical Societies, as an 
aid to musical culture. 
The musical society is a powerful factor in^the musical 
education of the community, because it interests a large 
number qf people. in the performance and hearing of 
music. Much of the best music known to the world was 
written for performance by musical societies, that is, 
bodies of playerB or singers, and the musical knowledge 
of those who have not taken part in the performance of 
this class of music, or at least heard it performed, is not 
as broad as could be wished. 
The interest of individual musicians, and of the com¬ 
munity in music, is stimulated by the well conducted 
musical society. The active members, animated by a 
common love for their art, act and reacf; upon each other 
in their meetings in a way to arouse and sustain enthu¬ 
siasm. The weaker member is helped and encouraged, 
and the stronger is incited to prosecute his studies and 
his labors with increased interest and energy. And, 
further, the musical society makes possible the per¬ 
formance of much good music, which, in the absence of 
such an organization, could not be given and heard 
The friends of the members of the Bociety may be 
depended upon to take an interest in its work, and. if 
properly managed, the organization is reasonably certain 
to become an object of local pride, attracting the atten¬ 
tion of those who, while at first feeling little interest in 
it, from an art standpoint, may eventually be brought 
into intelligent and active sympathy with the society 
and the7cause it represents. 
The direct benefit to teacher and pupil proceeding 
from active membership of the latter in a musical society 
is so considerable as to merit the especial attention of 
teachers. Who is there that has not known some¬ 
thing of the keen delight of the youth who has found 
himself able to apply knowledge or skill gained by 
technical study to the actual production of something, 
whether a roughly built miniature implement, made by 
a young mechanic, or the “piece” performed by the 
young student of music, poorly played, it may be, yet still 
a “ piece,” and recognized as “ real music ” as compared 
with scales and exercises? • The student who has mas¬ 
tered voice or instrument sufficiently to be able to per¬ 
form his “part” with others—a part all his own, for 
which he is solely responsible—and is given a “part” in 
the playing or singing of a musical society, will, in the 
performance of it, experience a joy which will send him 
back to hirstudiea with renewed interest and energy, to 
the delight of his teacher and friends. Concerted work 
by students, under proper direction, should be encour¬ 
aged, it brings to the performer an enlargement of 
knowledge of musical compositions, increased facility in 
reading, improvement in style, and elevation of taste. 
For these reasons, the musical society which gives 
frequent opportunity for concerted work, should have 
the sympathy and active support of the music teacher. 
A musical society can often do a work for the eleva¬ 
tion of the musical taste of its members and the com¬ 
munity, which it would be practically impossible for the 
individual musician to undertake, namely, in bringing 
before the people, as performers, artists of high rank. I 
am aware that some doubt the advantage of merely 
listening to great artists play or sing, but if there is a 
refining, uplifting power in good muBio well performed, 
and I believe there is, and if expression and musical 
• “ Style ” gener&Ilyare to no inconsiderable extent mat¬ 
ters of irritation as seem me o be th< jase hen *, 
maintain that it is advantageous for the student and the 
public to hear and see artists of eminence perform. It 
is.-foi th< judicious nd • formed crii and teacher to 
point out defects in the performance, if such there be, 
which the student or public might overlook, Or accept as 
exc llencies to be, p aised and imitated, 
As an illustration I wish to make some reference to 
facte 1 i have come n mj > wn ob \ afci icon 
cerning the origin, progress and influence of a little 
musical society which existed in a-comparatively small 
city. A wealthy and enthusiastic amateur musician 
secured astro tion for his hildre » upon s^r-'.ged instru¬ 
ments, and soon had a family quartet. The first public ap¬ 
pearance of the quartet, father, mother and two children, 
at a city school entertainment, resulted in many parents 
send! lg their child :en, boys n r- girls, to ti chera of tl 
violin and other orchestral instruments, and ere long a 
juvenile orchestra, which eventually grew to number 28 
pieces, was formed, carefully fostered by the aforesaid 
enthusiastic amateur, who afforded the young society 
the benefit of his ripe experience in the conduct of tbeir 
rehearsals and public appearances, and his beautifal 
home as a place of meeting. The work of this little Jubal 
Club has largely helped to render possible iu the city of 
its birth the performance, chiefly by local players, of 
orchestral accompaniments to oratorios given by the 
local Philharmonic Society^such as Messiah, Creation, 
Samson, Lay of the Bell, Eli, etcM while the organiza¬ 
tion has now grown to the rank of an “Orchestral 
Club,” under professional leadership, giving two full 
orchestral concerts each season. : So much for what -this 
society has done and is doing for the cultivation of the 
musical taste of the community. The direct benefits to 
the members have also been marked,, as may be judged 
from the fact that of those who began orchestral playing 
with the club, the boy pianist is now organist and choir 
master in a neighboring city, and has passed two exami¬ 
nations for the degree of Bachelor of Music ; two others 
are good solo clarionet players, one of them a band 
master; another member, a young lady, has been two 
years a violin student with Hermann and Sitt at the 
Leipzig Conservatory, and is now able to take her place 
in an efficient orchestra at the first violin desk; two 
others have passed a first examination for Mas. Bac. ; 
another is a good player upon the contra-bass, another 
an excellent orchestral flutist, and others are playing 
wood wind and brass with the local hand. 
The growth of a love for good music in the community 
brought about by the work of a well-managed choral 
society is often quite remarkable. Such a society exerts 
one of the strongest influences for good that can be 
brought to bear upon a community. I am aware that 
there is a prejudice in this country, or, perhaps, I should 
say, in some districts of this country, against.singing in 
chorus. This prejudice, I fear, has in some cases, 
nothing but ignorance and conceit for its foundation. 
No sooner do some individuals obtain a term of instroc 
tion in singing than they declare, by word or act, that 
they deem singing in chorus beneath them. Absurd. 
Some of the greatest vocal artists the world has known 
have sung in chorus, when already good singers,ffor the 
sake of the training and experieace thus acquired. The 
singer who has had no experience in choral work is not 
thoroughly equipped for a position as soloist with chorus 
and orchestra. There be conductors who could, in this 
connection, a tale of misery unfold, if they chose to 
make public the history of the rehearsal room. I want 
to emphasize the fact that the study, under a good con¬ 
ductor, of the immortal choral works of Bach, Handel, 
Haydn, and Mendelssohn, and the beautiful productions 
of such writers as Gounod, Dvorak, Mackenzie, Stainefc, 
and Dudley Buck, J. C. D. Parker and others of the 
rising school of American composers who might be men¬ 
tioned, is in itself a mnsical education not to be despisqd, 
and a source of great pleasure to the real lover of music. 
I know, too, that there are vocal teachers who urge their 
pupils not to take part in chorukvwork, fearing injury to 
their voices. What I have to say in this regard is 
simply that the properly instructed vocalist, singing in 
chorus under competent direction; is in little: danger, of 
injuring his voice. The vocalist or director who is not 
able to distinguish shouting from singing is not properly 
trained or competent. I urge the formation and support 
Of ihoral societies. They may be sue essfully organized 
in small pi ces as well as ii titles The »od nflnence 
of the choral society is felt in the improvement in the 
musical standard , in the homes of the members, in the 
church choi a rad tb , oncert ro ms H iring tasted th« 
delights of singing the compositions of the best writers, 
in the choral society, the singers will no longer be satis¬ 
fied with poor music in the choir or the concert hall. 
Some very nsefiri mnsical societies partake of the 
nature of the literary club, and these can be organized 
and sustained in very small towns. Stated meetings can 
be arranged for at some central point, and members 
appointed in advance to prepare a programme for each 
meeting. Every one should have something to do; play, 
sing, prepare an essay on a musical topic, or -make a 
selection for a reading from a mnsical book or magazine, 
or take part in the management of the affairs of the society. 
A wise discretion should be exercised in the preparation 
of the programmes, which should exhibit that variety 
which is the spice of life, and present nothing musically 
unworthy.. The dominant thought should be to make each 
meeting educationally helpful. By and by the interest 
will spread from the membership to the public, and 
eventually it will be found practicable to arrange for a 
public meeting at which the best of local talent may 
perform, or some prominent artist give a recital, ex¬ 
penses being met by receipts. Individual effort would 
be unequal to this task. Associated effort makes it pos¬ 
sible. Such a society may be made a real power in a 
small community for the elevation of the musical taste 
of the people. The music teacher located in a small 
town, who is endeavoring to carry on snch an organiza¬ 
tion, may find much help in the way of valuable sug¬ 
gestions of new and good music'Tor performance, and 
literature to be read,, in the columns of the mnsical 
magazines. A careful reading of The Etude, not omit¬ 
ting the advertising columns, wherein the products of 
the brains of some of the best and most progressive 
musicians of the country are. described, will bring a 
return in useful hints. It is a good plan to read an 
English and, if possible, a German musical magazine ; 
to peruse carefully the announcements, in all the maga¬ 
zines, of new works, great and small, by leading com¬ 
posers, and to read the programmes of musical societies, 
and of concerts or musicales given by leading teachers. 
From these it is possible to gather a general idea as to 
what is goifig on in the musical world, and sometimes 
to make an intelligent choice of music or literature for 
use by .the particular society in which the reader is 
interested. The leading music houses of this country; 
issue frequent editions of excellent catalogues of music, ^ 
new and old, for all desirable combinations of instru¬ 
ments and voices, and these.can be obtained upon appli¬ 
cation to almost any reputable music dealer. Then, too, 
we fortunately live in an age when not alone music pub¬ 
lishers, bat general publishers, are patting forth interest¬ 
ing antThelpful books on musical subjects. There are 
published good books on the standard oratorios, operas, 
j^autatas; series of music primers, one of whic on 
“The Beautiful in Music” is an excellent essay for 
reading before a class, choral or mnsical society ; musi¬ 
cal histories adapted to the needs of the student and the 
general reader; volumes of letters of great musicians; 
biographical works relating to the masters in mnsic; 
works on theory and how to understand mnsic; and 
should any particular difficulty arise in connection with 
the work of a musical society, a brief note, stating 
exactly what is wanted, to the editor of The Etude, or 
Other reputable musical magazine, or to some prominent 
musical worker, accompanied by return postage, will 
generally bring a courteous and satisfactory reply, 
although it should be borne in mind thatthe fact that a 
gentleman is a leading mnsical.editor or musician, gives 
others no right to ask him to devote, much' time or 
special effort to their affairs without compensation. 
Music teachers should give their pnpils and their 
audiences good music, and only good music. They will 
thqs oppose the clamor for- musical trash in the most 
ay, by givin he public good varied 
ely lei, well performed | music .with “tunes in it 5” music 
which,'though it may be comparatively simple, yet has 
in '4 that which at once exj esses and jxcit s emotion, 
while.at the same time gratifying the desire for gram¬ 
matical accuracy and beauty of form, And because the 
musical society gives large opportunities for making 
the people acquainted .with the best of music, for 
i veloping local • ilo talent v, ^ in—using th i tei 
^of 8tudeuts and the public in musical subjects, for bring¬ 
ing to bear the influence of good music in refining, up- 
lilting and cheering the individual and the community, 
it shonld have the earnest, active support of musicians. 
The trouble and expense such a society costs is as noth¬ 
ing compared with the good which it accomplishes. 
THE MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
BY MBS. OOBA STANTON' BEOWN. 
“ When five Americans get together they immediately 
organize themselves into a society.” That is what five 
ladies did something more than two years ago. Only four 
of us were elected to offices, however, namely, presi¬ 
dent^ vice-president, secretary and treasurer. When 
the musical people of our town found that we had really 
organized, they came in and helped to christen ns, make 
by-laws and a programme for a year’s work. This was 
in the spring. In the autumn we began work with 
twenty-four active members and six associate, thirty 
being as large a number of persons as the average parlor 
will comfortably seat, and twenty-four people enough 
with which to begin work. But the whole thing was 
looked upon as a doubtful experiment, on account of the 
few musical people in the town. 
We have no constitution, thinking the by-laws a suffi¬ 
cient form of that kind. We called ourselves the “ Mati- 
n6e MuBicale,” which name has been dropped and the 
“Ladies’ Musical Society” adopted as an improvement. 
Gut object is advancement in knowledge about music 
and musicians, and creating a more general interest in 
music in the community. 
To the latter end we gave once in eight weeks what we 
termed a “Miscellaneous” meeting, generally held in 
the evening (see sample programme below), to which 
each member was entitled to a limited number of invita¬ 
tions for friends, and at which a programme of music 
was given, without papers or discussions. These pro¬ 
grammes were always partly made up of the composi¬ 
tions which had been given in the three previous after¬ 
noons or “ working ” meetings, which gave the members 
an opportunity to hear the best things over again, and 
our friends a chance to judge of the character of the 
work we were doing. The second season we gave two 
invitation concerts to more people than a private house 
would accommodate. They were very pleasantly received 
by our friends. 
.Our programme, as you see, takes up the study of the 
History of Music. It was not original with us, but, 
unless I am mistaken, was first used in Chicago. We 
had it directly from the Indianapolis Society. However, 
I know of its being used in several other places. Them 
is matter enough in the subject to spend two seasons 
over. 
The Society is organized into three divisions, the talent 
distributed as equally as possible, so many pianists, so¬ 
pranos, altos and writers or essayists to each one. ® 
The first season we" had one director, but the second 
season two for each division, one for the pianistB, one 
for the vocalists. It is the business of the directors to 
see that the papers and the illustrations for these papers 
are prepared and programmes for the afternoon furnished. 
The president has charge of the “Miscellaneous” and 
concert programmes; but a committee might be better. 
The programmes for the year are made out at the 
end of the preceding season, thus giving the members 
a chance to make some of their summer reading bear 
upon the next year’s work. 
In the programme for the first season the subjects of 
the papers are printed, the illustrations being chosen by 
the writers and the directors of sections. The second 
season the lit* rary and muBi *-i; program nes are printed 
separately, s: - . t 
In our experience the first way has proved rather 
better We have tdBo::hegnn % * 11 ctioni of b.6ok8(.j ft 5 
ms il subjects, and s bscrit > for tw< periodical The 
Etude and" Tkt Voice 
The Board of Managers consists of the officers and 
directors, of whom there are six. They have power to 
transact all business. 
Much to their surprise and gratification, they have 
been able to bring before the Society and its friends four 
artists, Mr. William H. Sherwood, Dr. Maas, Mr. Gus¬ 
tav Dannreuther and Mr. E. B. Perry., 
Enough has been done to show that we are really 
creating, or at least stimulating, ah interest in music in 
a community with the reputation of being thoroughly 
lacking in that respect, besides doing ourselves a great 
deal of good in a delightful way. 
iflSelow wiU be found representative programmes of the 
season, afternoon and miscellaneous;meetings. . 
Everything played and most things sung at the after¬ 
noon meetings were explained as to form and character. 
When one considers that this work has been done in a 
place not-large, without general musical culture, without 
concerts, good, bad, or indifferent, till now, and for the 
most part by people who have only the love for the work 
and are learning as they go, it is certainly encouraging. 
I have been told that there is now much more interest in 
music than before we began our work. 
So far, of course, it is an outside interest, people are 
entertained; but we hope, by demanding a certain stand¬ 
ard of ability in our members, to produce a deeper im¬ 
pression, and believe that by patient work we will do it. 
The programme for next year’s work includes living 
composers of all nations, one paper on violinists, two 
organ days, which we hope to have in a church and 
have the illustrations given properly, Mendelssohn’s ora¬ 
torio of “Elijah,” one at least of the Wagner operas, 
and one of the operas of. the Italian school are to be ex¬ 
plained,-and illustrated by voice and instrument. 
One thing the president was always very particular 
about, was to have short programmes at the Miscellane¬ 
ous meetings and concerts. We preferred to send our 
guests away before they were tired of us, and we remem¬ 
bered the fault of most amateur programmes, i. e., too 
great length. 
IThe writer kindly offers to answer all questions and give further 
information about the work of this society, if those interested will 
address Mrs. Cora Stanton Brown, College Terrace, Schenectady, 
N. Y,—Ed.] ’ ’ 
PROGRAM FOR THE FIRST YEAR OF THE 
“MUSICAL SOCIETY,” OF SCHE¬ 
NECTADY, N. Y. 
FIRST CLASSICAL PERIOD. 
October 24th, 1888. 
Paper, The Scale. Paper, Italian Church Music: Illustrations. 
Alin rTain ! T>~ _ a „ — A : _   m! r.  j ■ t< m * 
1888: 
apei I rt stant Churcl ttusl llustratiom I, jhdral Mag 
8 lfi* , h„ Gh rus from Ora ri< El ‘ Ang 'h BYer bright 11 
ft ftndel ”, ar, J - * h Invention (three-voiced F. E 
1 <• i itj' e and Fugu* 1.8.Bach Italian ' ncert* f 1 Bach 
(first movement) 
V:'8ECmi>fcij4miaM}Pmim. V 
. January 28d. 
Paper, C. P. E. Bach as Originator of the Sonata (1714-1788) ; Jo- 
Paper, Early Instrumental Music: Illustrations, J. & Bath (1685- 
1750), Little Preludes, u, in; Chopin, Prelude; G. F. HSndel (1685- 
1759), Ailemande, xiv, 8uite, Sarabaude, xi. Suite, Aria from “ Ria- 
aldo,” Courante, xiv, Suite; Bach, Bourrfie, h, Suite; J. P. Rameau 
1683-1764), Rigaadon; Raff, (1822-1888). Rigandon. 
November 7th. 
Paper, FolkSongs; Illustrations, “Bl&ok-eyed Susan'1 (English), 
“ARussian Melody1’ “Battle Prayer ” (German), “Suabian Waltz;’ 
Greek jEoiian Mode, “John Anderson, my Jo;" Ionian Mode, 
“Bonny Boon.” “Cominir thro’ the Rw" Rnwir u~).: 
Early Instrumental Music; Illustrations. Gavotte (Old French, diml 
poser unknown), Gavotte, Arcangelo Correlli (1653-1713). Gavotte, 
Le Tambourin, J. P, Rameau (1685-1764), Minuet, Gigue, J. S. Bach. 
Fugue, J. S. Bach. 
November 21st. 
J. Jr. Rameau (1683-1764), La Poule; D. Scarlatti (1683-1757), Study 
in A Major; J. Kuhnau (1667-1722), Sonata. Paper, Catholic Church 
Music; Illustrations. Millard, Mass in B flat, Kyrie; In G, 
QuiTolUs; Mass in B flat, Beaedietns; Stabat Mater ‘‘Mary Stood 
the Cross Beside.”- 
Invitation Musicals. February 6th, 1889. 
Millard, Kyrie from Mass in B flat; Capen, Gavotte; Chopin, 
W^Itz, B Minor; Stradeila, Sacred Aria: Chopin, Nocturne, Op. 37. 
Ao. 1; Schubert, Horch! Horch; Moazkowaki, Gondoliera; To'sti, 
Good-oye. 
December 19th, 1888. 
Paper, G. F. HSndel (1685-1759); Illustrations, Capricclo, “Here 
I«t My Tears Flow.” Aria frcom “Rinaldo;” Air and Variations 
(“Harmonious Blacksmith”);XThe Smiling Dawn, Chorus from 
“Jephtha.” Paper, Madrigal, Gibe and Catch; Illustrations, Mad- 
rigal, Kirby, “Mountain Home;” John Do wised (1588), “Come 
Again, Sweet Love.” v -• 
* yyw uuvgiv uou^uuuio uouuiuon aaojtuu, un AWAil* 
la < m ); onata, C maj All* , dagto Prest 
dante conversazioni.. Paper, Oratorio; Illustrations, from the Mes¬ 
siah, Hfindel (1685-1759); Recitation (Tenor), “ Comfort ye hay peo- 81e;” Recitation (Contralto);. Air (Contralto), “He shall feed His 
ock;” Air (Soprano), “ Come unto Him;” Air (Contralto), “ He was 
despised;” Air (Soprano), uI know that my Redeemer lireth.” ■ 
If VITATIQNMu? I ALE. FEBRD * R - 6TH, 1 89. 
Hfindel (1685-1759j^‘The Smiling Dawn;” Air and Yariations 
(“ Harmonious Blacksmith ’’) Bach, Two-volced Invention; Mendels- 
dante and Variations for two pianos. 
February 20th, 1889. 
Paper,The Sonata Developed by Mozart, Glementi.and Beethoven: 
Hlustrations, Mozart (1756-1791), Sonata-Allegro, Andante, Allegro de 
Molto; Clementi (1752-1832)," Sonata, Op. 2, No. 1, 0 major, Presto- 
Rondo ; Beethov n (1770-1827), Sonata Pathetique, Op. 13, C minor, 
Allagro-Boado; Paper, The Opera: Illustrations, “ Come e1 Bello,” 
from Lucrezia Borgia, Donizetti; “ Giovin betta su questariva,” from 
The Huguenots, Meyerbeer. 
March 6th, 1889. 
Paper, W. A; Mozart (1756-1791), Song, “ Schan klopfet mein lie- 
bender BusenSonata in A major Mai&ute and Yariations; Menuet, 
from Symphony ; Adagio’ Farori, from String Quartette; Song, 
“Lord! We Pray Thee 1” from First Maas; Sonata in C minor, 
Molto Allegro; Rondo from Concerto, for two pianos. 
t March 20th, 1889, 
Paper, Beethoven : Illustrations, all taken from Beethoven (1770- 
1827); Duett, Trio in E flat major; Seng, Know si Thou the Land 
(Mignon); Rondo in C major; Chorus, Prayer, Love of my Neigh¬ 
bor, Death, Nature’s Adoration, God’s Love and Providence; Baga¬ 
telle, in D major; OhoruB, Contrition; Concerto, in B flat major, 
AUegro-Adagio-Rondo, for two pianos. 
Invitation Musicals, April 3d, 1889. 
Mozart, Rondo from Concerto, E flat, for two Pianofortes; Wat¬ 
son, “Only the Sound of a Voice;’’ Clementi, Sonate, Op. 2, No. 1, 
C major. Presto, Rondo; Oampana, “See the Pale Moon: ” Mendels¬ 
sohn, Song Without Words, C. minor; Rubinstein, Barcarolle, F 
minor; Bassinl, Ave Maria; Beethoven, Concerto, B flat major. 
Allegro con brio, Rondo (Orchestral parts on second Piano). 
TRANSITION PERIOD. 
April 17th, 1889. 
Paper, Schubert. Paper, German Lied; Illustrations, Mendels¬ 
sohn, Duett, “O Wert Thou in the Cauld Blast;” Lassen, “AhI 
'Tis a Dream,” “ Thine Eyes so Blue and Tender; ” Schubert, Duett, 
Deutsche Tfiuze, Op. 33; Schubert, Impromptu, Op. 90,.No. 4, “The 
Wanderer,” Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 2, “ Adieu; ” Scherzo, B flat 
(composed 1817); Mendelssohn, Duett, 95th Psalm. 
May 1st, 1889. 
Paper, Ancient and Modern Ballad; Illustrations, j'Xarifa'” (Old 
Spanish Ballad); “There’s no Room for Twa:” “Somebody” (Old 
Scotch Ballad); “Du bist die Rub’,” Schubert; “An Old Garden,” 
Hope Temple Paper, Van Weber. Field, Moscheles; Von Weber 
(1786-1826), “Momento Oaprieeioso,” Op. 12; John Field (1782-1837), 
Two Nocturnes, Nos. 6 and 15; Ignaz Moscheles (1794-1870), “ Grand 
Duo.” 
May 15th, 1889. 
Paper, Cantata: Illustrations, I Waited for the Lord, from “The 
Hymn of fralse,” Mendelssohn ; Paper, “ The Philistines,” Harz, 
Kalkbrenner, Czerney, Thalberg: Illustrations, Henry Herz, Lea 
Bavandes, Op. 215, No. 6; F. Kalkbrenner, Le Femme Dei Mareii, 
Pensfie Fugitive; C. Czeray, Tarantella; Thalberg, Home Sweet 
Home; A. Rubinstein, Balletmusik. 
May 29th, 1889. 
Lecture recital, by Wm H. Sherwood. 
Note.—From the fact of It being easier to arrange good pro¬ 
grammes for the following periods in musical history we give only 
an outline of the work for the second year, with the programmer of 
two of the public or invitation music&les.—Ed. 
MUSICAL PROGRAMME. 
The Romantic Period. November 20th, 1889, Vocal, Ancient and 
Modern Ballad; Instrumental, Rondo, Fantasie, Improm ptu, Caprice. 
December 4th, Vocal,National Songs; Instrumental, Ballade, Noc¬ 
turne, Variation, Song Without Words. December 18th, Vocal; 
FolkSongs; Instrumental, Etude, Dance Music. January 6th, 1890, 
Vocal, Scotch and English Songs; Instrumental, Barcarolle, Taran¬ 
tella Polonaise, Scherzo. January 22d, Mendelssohn. February h, 
Chopin. Miscellaneous, February 19th. March 5th, 8chumann. 
March 19th, Contemporaries of Mendelssohn, Chopin and Schumann. 
April 2d, Composers of the Present Day. Miscellaneous, April 16th. 
Lecture Recital, January 16th. Mr, E. B. Perry, Invitation Concerts, 
Thursday, January 80th, Thursday, March 13th. 
LITERARY PROGRAMME. 
Subjects for the Year’s Study. History of Song. The Romantic" 
School of Music. November, 20th, 1889, The Troubadours and 
Minstrels. December 4th, The Development of Song in Italy; Spain 
and Portugal; The Romantic School of Music.« December 18 th, The 
Song in France; The Development of the Sonata Form. January, 
8th, 1890, English Songs and Song Writers; The Place of the Etude 
in Music. January 22d, The Artistic and the Popular Song ; Men¬ 
delssohn. February 5th. Songs of Poland, Hungary and Scandinavia; 
Chopin. March 5th, Modern German Song—The Schumanns. 
March 19th, Liszt—The Contemporaries of Mendelssohn, Chopin and, 
Schumann; The Development of Pianoforte Technic. April 2d, 
American Song Writers; The Outlook for Music in America. 
Invitation Concert, March 11th, 1890. 
.Moscheles, Homage to Hfindel: Hering, Moorland Ride; Temple, 
An Old Garden; Schumann, Third Movement from Sonata, for 
pianoforte and violin. Op. 121; Coombs, The Journey is Long: 
Braga, Angel’s Serenade, Violin Obligato; Schumann, Romance, F 
sharp major, Op. 28; Smart, Down In the Dewy Dell; Raff*, Cavatina; 
Hauptmann, Allegro from Sonata, Op. 23. 
Invitation Concert, May 8th, 1890, 
Rubinstein.-Etude, Op. 23: Kucken, “Heaven hath shed a Tear,” 
with Violin Obligato; Neidlinger, Serenade; Ernst, Elegie;.Rubin¬ 
stein, The Asra; Fesca, “Im Fruhling:” Randegger. " Peacefully 
Slumber,” with Violin Obligato; Reinecke, “ Spring Flowers,” with 
Violin Obligato: Schubert,Impromptu,Op. 90, Eo. 4;.Haydn-Waud, 
Spring Song; Chopin, Scherzo, B minor. 
Note.—This Socletj has idmlrafcl By-tewi whic < *■ give a a 
help to oar reads's in crested h forming such an irganiratioi —Ed 
> - -> ors The Officers of this Society shall consis »f I esldenl 
v 'w i reaidei t, 3ecreterj and ltf • urer, who, with < no Di w £ r, 
shall constitute the Executive Committee, 
2 He her st i1' o st of three classes, A j3 ate and 
i i. aing Fhe £ .i"1 r of A tire me here shall b< in3 « 
thirty. 
8 retire members shall, take'pa la the 3 usical and Literary t •» 
ercises. , 
s * f ,* members m the p&j j it *1 fit ■ %T'%.• anna Ily 
hall ha 3 the ] lj> of o£ si.:' mee logs 
S i ittail ng % mb on paymen * v« dollars annually shall 
have two tick s for each « enfnj meetii g 
P si'. 1 oposed fo t * m nbe ship st I rouched for bj 
tw > a Ive me ben ai d le im es >, nt by 3 t »the Sec '•A*s“r., 
when hey . <- ^ unan t .Italy lected b «* 1” u e Com 
mittee. n 
4 , ve 1 sml rs shall pay fe > ne dollar u» la ly 
8. Any Active member absent from any regular meeting of the 80- 
ete 1 all .«j D - ents mless e <* lby.the„C< ml tee U 
at < t fou „ : < % v ? me® th , case. y be e 1 > 
9. Any member unable to perform the duty assigned on any pro¬ 
gramme shall supply a substitute. 
The following programme is from another Society in 
New York State :— 
-Concert given under the auspices of “The Adelphlo Society,” 
Monticello, N. Y. 
Part I. 
A Talk on History of Music; Piano Solo, Ballade, Belnecke; His¬ 
tory of Flute; Flute Solo, Russian Air, Heinemeyer; Piano Solos, 
Love’s Breams. Liszt; Haltarella, Haberbier; History of Harp; Harp 
Solo, “Ye Banks and Braes,” Davies; Piano Solos, Im Drelgespann, 
Tschaikowsky; Etude d’arpeggio, Chopin, 
Part n. 
Flute Solo. La Traviata, Galli; Piano Solo, Polka de la Eeine, Raff*; 
Harp Solo, II Trovatore, Oberthur; Piano Solos, Dance of the Fai¬ 
ries: Van Laer; Rlcoidati, Gottsehalk; Tarantelle Fantastique, 
Gilder; Duo, Flute and Harp, 11 Pifferaro, Ciardi. 
SPECIAL PIECES FOE SPECIAL PUBPOSES. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
My Dear Etude :—I have been requested to supple¬ 
ment my two recent papers on “.What Shall we Play?” by 
a third on the topic suggested by the above title. I fully 
realize the need and possible value of such an article, if 
it could be made complete and exhaustive. I regret that 
I have not at present, in the crowded rash of preparation 
for my approaching tour, the requisite time and undivided 
attention to do the subject justice ; but perhaps I maybe 
able to call attention to a few of the more obvious ideas 
lying upon the immediate surface of the topic, a grasp 
of which is undoubtedly essential to the effective and 
successful work of any teacher. I trust that some one 
of my professional colleagues may carry out and amplify 
the train of thought which I will but attempt to start. 
All know that in pianism there are many widely differ¬ 
ing yet nearly equally important elements, each of which 
has its special purpose, but all of which must be pos¬ 
sessed in approximately equal degree and development, 
and be harmoniously combined in the really superior 
pianist. All teachers are familiar, for instance, with that 
deftness of finger which so frequently enables a pre 
cocious .miss of fifteen to ripple lightly over the silver 
tintinabnlations of a “ Valse Styrienne,” by Wollenhanpt, 
or a “ Last. Hope,” by Gottsehalk; but is as hopelessly 
inadequate to a grand or stirring strain, in which nohility 
and power are demanded, as a greyhound for the bear¬ 
ing of heavy burdens. All occasionally meet with that 
dashing impetuosity and bravado, that physical and 
nervous energy, which enables a ^clumsy-fingered youth 
to plunge, as with lowered head- and set teeth, into the 
bristling difficulties of a formidable octave cadenza, and 
to come through them, by sheer force of momentum, 
with a certain swing and spirit, which, however, resem 
Tries an artistic performance as little as the brute force 
and rude wJr-club of an Ethiopian savage resembles the 
supple strength, consummate address, and practiced, 
fence of a trained Eoman Bwordsman. 
There is the feeble, flaccid touch, which can only bom 
bard a gigantic antagonist with rose leaves ; the lumber¬ 
ing, ponderous touch, whieh caresses violets with a sledge 
hammer; the bright, shallow, flippant touch, thattrifles 
with the grandeur of great battles and the gloom of 
solemn funerals, plays with , the passion or pathos of 
strong emotion, glides over the surface of deep thoughts 
like a careless fkater over thin ice, wholly heedless of 
the depths below. 
All these, and more, the earnest teacher has to deal 
with; must correct, control, combine, modify, or.de- 
■ velop, as the case requires, to secure anything like intelli¬ 
gence and coherency in the performance of-his pupils. 
For, as 1 tru kni 1 v q ;ted t< field at 
will, and with equal success* th6 1 ght slender rapier the 
lohg:glitterihg:lanei rad th weighty., battle* « > It; is 
demanded of the accomplished pianist that he shall con¬ 
trol and use at will all the p anife Id kii is and degrees of 
tone qqalit; , technical ill and; e notional 1 riqring 
This can only be attained by wide, varied, and jndicions 
study. Oneofthe most difficult and important duties 
of the t aches: is A x. - hi •< « diagnose th< pupiPsi i i al 
status at the outset, and to prescribe for his study such 
Etudes and pieces as will tend not only to supplement 
those qualities in which he is strong, and thus make the 
bestshow in the shortest time, but to ar-ouse and develop 
those in which he is weak; to economize and equalize 
his forces along the whole line, and to lead him by wisely 
graduated steps to a higher plane of broad symmetrical 
culture. This demands judgment and experience, and 
is one of the chief respects in which a thoroughly first- 
class teacher is better, and in the end cheaper, than his 
inferior though low-priced competitor. 
The task is greatly complicated by the fact that most 
pupils seem to be constituted in harmony with the law 
that ordains, “ To him that hath shall be given, and from 
him that hath not shall be taken away even that which 
he hath.” It is worthy of note that the average student 
is fanatically bent on the further development of the 
particular line in which he already excels. Where one 
possesses a considerable degree of technichl proficiency 
and nothing else, he is apt to seek the teachers and con 
fine himself to the methods of study which will give him 
the most aid in that special direction, complacently ignor¬ 
ing those elements in which he is most wofully deficient. 
On the other hand, one endowed by nature with musical 
perception and aptitude for tasteful expression, but with 
small mechanical facility, inclines to regard technical 
study as dry, uninteresting, not to say unworthy. For, 
as a rule, each refuses, not only his efforts, bat his admi¬ 
ration to other than his own line of work. Thus the 
teacher has constantly to work up hill, against the natural 
tendencies and preferences of the pupil. 
Mr. J. C. Fillmore, in an able paper recently printed 
in The Etude, very justly calls attention to the useless¬ 
ness of practicing Czerny’s and Bertini’s exercises as a 
preparation for snch composers as Mendelssohn and 
Chopin, who demand a totally different treatment. Much 
more'might be said in this direction to elucidate the point 
which I wish to emphasize, that each individual style of 
composition requires, and inevitably develops, a similar 
Style of technique, and that the student’s progress in any 
given direction depends in large measure upon the exer¬ 
cise of due discrimination in the selection of the works 
he is to study. 
All piano -music may be roughly divided into three 
general classes, which I will designate, for convenience, 
as the lyric, the brilliant and the noble. 
Under the term lyric, which originated in the idea of 
a voice singing to the accompaniment of a lyre, I include 
all compositions and farts of compositions, of a strictly 
melodic character, consisting of a sustained, song-like 
melody, and a subordinate accompaniment. They may and 
do express nearly every shade of human emotion. They 
may be- sweet or sad, tender or pathetic, graceful or ma¬ 
jestic, playful or impassioned; bat they are all constructed 
on some one of the manifold song models, and all demand 
a firm but flexible-pressure touehfor the melody, which 
must be kept distinctly prominent, while the accompani¬ 
ment, though following every inflection, every rise and 
fall of the melodic movement, is always several degrees 
softer and strictly subservient. 
By the term brilliant, I mean all music of a rapid; 
sparkling order, in which movement, vivacity and display 
are the chief elements, and for which what is called 
“ finger technique” is the chief requisite. It demands 
a crisp, percussive tone, produced by .an independent, 
hammer-like stroke of the finger; great flexibility, ve¬ 
locity, and freedom of ftnger action, and, as a rule, but 
little emotion or intellectual power. It ’ might perhaps 
not be inaptly characterized as the music of the meta¬ 
carpal joint. 
By the term noble I would designate all broad, serious 
compositions, and those of a martial and dramatio char- 
acter, in whi h octave and chord work’ s the most im* 
portent constituent, wh eh lemand power and sonority 
of tone, breadth of conception,' and a strong, snpple 
wrist. 
Of coarse, not every composition will be found to 
belong in its entirety to one of the above mentioned: 
divisions. Many of the more difficult and: elaborate 
piano works, especially those designed for concert nse 
by artists, contain many varieties of musical mood* and 
demand facility in almost the entire field of piano tech¬ 
nique ; but the conipcfaent parts, even of these, may be 
assigned each to its proper , place in one of the classes 
named ; and the balk of compositions for pupils’ study- 
and performance either consist exclusively of one move¬ 
ment, or have a general trend in one of the directions 
indicated,, with brief intermissions only of another mood, 
so as to be arranged by the teacher under one of the 
heads referred to. 
In the first division, for instance, the lyric, we have 
nearly all nocturneB, reveries, cradle songs, etc., with the 
adagios and andantes of sonatas. In the second, or 
brilliant class of compositions, waltzes, mazurkas, and 
the rest of the lighter dance movements, with the numer¬ 
ous brooks, fountains, rills, and other ‘ ‘ music and water ’ ’ 
productions, and nearly all presto movements. In the 
third, or noble, we find the best gavottes, marches,Yind 
polonaises, with the many now popular staccato and 
octave 6tudes. ’ , 
As before stated, most pupils will be found by natnre, 
habit, or conformity of hand, specially apt in learning 
and performing the music in one of these departments, 
and proportionately weak in all that appertains to the 
other two. The first duty of the teacher is to supple¬ 
ment these deficiencies and equalize the power, and this 
can only be done by devoting special attention, and far 
more than its proportionate time, to developing the 
weaker sides. If the pupil’s deficiencies are in the line 
of lyric playing, the systematic study of a series of lyric 
compositions should be undertaken at once and pursued 
with energy and perseverance. It should be supple¬ 
mented by much reading of the best lyric poets, to stimu¬ 
late the imagination and the emotions, and, if possible, 
by much hearing of good singing and violin playing, to 
cultivate a feeling for smooth flowing, finely-shaded 
melodies. The easiest compositions of the kind should 
be selected at first, even for what are called advanced 
pupils, so that no slightest technical difficulty, or musical: 
complication, shall in the least distract the attention from 
the one paramount object—that of properly producing 
and enunciating a given series of tones, which should 
constitute a complete, continuous, melodic period or 
sentence. There is not the smallest danger that the pieces 
chosen may be too easy. The highest art often con fists 
in rendering beautifully the simplest^ passage of single 
notes ; and it is by no means uncommon to find pupils 
who are able to get through a Liszt rhapsody, or eve 
Beethoven sonata to .their own complete satisfa-.rion, if 
not to that of the teacher, bat who are utterly incapable 
of playing the simplest of the Mendelssohn “ Songs 
.Without Words ” even passably. ~ 
On the other hand, if a bright, fluent finger technique 
seems the one thing lacking, then concentrate for a time : 
on its acquisition.- Use Czerny and dementi freely, in 
conjunction with the lighter order of parlor pieces. sr sh 
as Wely’s “ Titania,” and Mills’ “ Tarantelle ” and 
“Fairy Fingers,” affording no temptation to become 
emotional or declamatory, and in which a perfectly flex¬ 
ible band, and light even touch may be uninterruptedly 
maintained, while the simplicity, both of the figures and:; 
the harmonies, renders a high degree of speed easily 
attainable. 
Once more, if, as is oftenest the case with our yonng 
lady pupils, especially if trained in the older school, 
everything is puny and feeble, and power and-breadth 
the most urgent needs, then for a vigorous course of. the 
“ hammer-and-tongs ” order of study. Take Kullak, 
or some other good set of octave studies, as a steady 
diet, and snch pieces, for instance, as Morey’s Gavotte 
in A minor, the popular Silas Gavotte in E minor, Chor 
pin’s “ Military-” Polonaise, and the like. It would he 
yise to supplement this line of study, particularly, by 
judicious use of ic technicou, to gain stress. » 
e lurancc ; but care shoulc be exercise * this li s of 
practice not to everi© at any one lime, as serious injuries 
to hand and wrist are more common from octave practice 
than from any other kind of piano work. la connection 
with this special drill, I would recommend the student 
to read with care and enthusiasm the dramatic poets, and 
to attend every possible performance of grand opera and 
orchestral music. A sojourn amidst rugged mountain 
scenery, and familiarity with nature la her stronger anil 
sterner moods, will also be of powerful aid. In a word, 
contemplate frequently, and learn Is sympathize with, the 
vigorous, the heroic, the impassioned, and the sublime 
in life, In art, and in humanity. ' Not only your special 
musical studies, but the whole general character^ will be 
the better therefor. 
•••- It will rarely if ever ’be found possible entirely to eradi¬ 
cate the natural peculiarities referred to, indeed il would 
not be altogether desirable. ■ Even after the student has 
developed into a full-fledged artist, he may well retain a 
more tir k li in< > il leaning rard some 
particular style of work, and this is not objectionable, 
provided it d< s not rend i Me o livloui to and 
markedly deficient in the other elements essential to his 
art. While cultivating a specialty in which to excel, one 
Bhonld be ashamed to rest content with less than medi¬ 
ocrity in other departments of his profession. Such a 
mistake is the* more fatal because of the multitude of 
concert pieces referred to, which make demands upon at 
least two radically contrasting modes of treatment. For 
example, the familiar “ Aufschung” of Schumann, whose 
opening subject is broad and energetic in the extreme, 
and the second delicately, tenderly lyric. Beethoven’s 
sonata, “ Pathetique ” includes all three of these dis¬ 
similar elements, each in several degrees and varieties, 
so that a command of them all is requisite to a proper 
interpretation. 
-Supposing a pupil to be starting with no abnormal, 
one-sided development to correct, or to have obtained a 
“fair equipose by dint of judicious study, then these three 
departments of work should be carried on simultaneously 
and about equally. He should always have on hand for 
practice one lyric, one briljiant, and one noble composi¬ 
tion, so as to insure even and healthful development, 
and at the same time to save him all the fatigue possible, 
by giving/variety, and therefore added interest, to his 
work. Just as many of our best-regulated schools and 
academies adopt the very excellent plan of allowing 
pupils to take up but three branches of study at a time 
throughout the entire coarse, and of these always one in 
the department of mathematics, one in science, and one 
in languages; that no portion of the intellect may at 
any time be neglected or overworked, and so as to insure 
the maximum of progress with the minimum of fatigue. 
Applying this theory practically to a “first grade ” 
piano pupil, I should say he ought to find himself study¬ 
ing simultaneously some such selected trio of pieces as 
Spindler’s “ Study for the Wrist,” op. 160, No. 1; “ The 
Fountain,” by Bohm, for finger work ; and the nocturne, 
op. 65, by EggKard, for lyric development. _ Some terms 
later he should be able to grapple, with equal success, 
with the “ Diabolique,” byLeybach; “ Waltz Etude,” by 
Wollenhaupt, and oue_o£the easier Mendelssohn “Songs 
Without Words.” Still later, with the “ Toccatta7” in 
D flat, by Mayer; the “ Marchen,” by Raff, and some one 
of the Chopin nocturnes. „ 
In closing, let me' emphasize that these suggestions 
are made from the standpoint and for the benefit of the 
pupil. In our self-development we should strive for the 
broadest possible eclecticism. As public performers, a 
different code compels us, and while endeavoring to give, 
within certain limits, the greatest practicable variety in 
our programmes, we should still confine ourselves to 
those things which we can do best, and which afford us 
the greatest personal satisfaction, certain that by so doing 
we shall give to our audiences the highest degree of 
pleasure and profit possible to ns, and assured that the 
purest and loftiest ambition in the art is that which 
Btrives for quality rather than quantity, in its ultimate 
finished product. * 
THE 1 3NTAL READING OF MUSIC. 
BY HERVE D. WILKINS. 
A subscriber writes : “ How may one acquire the 
ability to read music mentally, s© its to conceive the 
effect of it from the printed page without uttering the 
notes aloud?” - - ^ 
The ability to read music mentally, “to one’s self” as 
we say in speaking of reading a book or s, paper, is far 
more general than we are apt to suppose. First there 
are the composers—they most have the ability to do it, 
although there are many of these who compose only at 
the piano. Orchestral conductors have it, and some of 
them even commit the music to memory and direct 
without' notes; Mr. Nickisch, Von -Billow, Rubinstein 
and others do this. 
Among music students and - mateurs this ability prc 
bably results, according to the prevalent' methods of 
teaching, from the f isses for of s fine iptitude foi music 
tl e p *i- < I a fi ithful and jager student ; he leai s to 
i s * ‘g od ». ider' atth ) ai I after at m< lea ns 
als to re id simpler music, melc ly ai d ; armony, md 4r 
imagine the effect of t awa r f one it,- keybe ard 
The right way to acquire the ability to read music 
mentally is to learn to sing without the aid of an instru¬ 
ment, according to the movable do system, which is the 
same as Tonic Sol-fa, only set to notes. You will begin by 
practicing the scale at first without notes until you can 
sing correctly any progression whatever, including all 
sorts of skips. Later you will learn to transpose the' 
scale into all keys, and then you will learn to modulate, 
using selected solfeggios for illustration and practice in 
sight-reading, transposition and modulation. Yon will: 
in this way learn to read a melody without the assistance 
of an instrument, and if you can thus read it and sing.it 
you can Burely as well read it without singing, for the; 
mental operation of reading is the same whether one 
reads aloud or silently. All the above applies only to 
the understanding of melodies, and the relation which 
each one holds to the preceding and following tones. 
To understand and conceive harmonieB yon will need 
further practice, such as singing-in chorus, playing 
transposed exercises on the organ or piano, writing 
music from dictation, that is, writing down what is sung 
or played, harmonizing melodies, filling out figured 
bases. Analyzing musical works with reference to har¬ 
monic structure, rhythmic figures and thematic develop¬ 
ment, and in short, filling out a varied musical experi¬ 
ence. While it is comparatively easy to acquire the 
ability to read a melody or a single voice, in part-music 
the comprehension of harmonies requires much more 
extensive research and study, and to read the greatest 
works, such as a symphony or an operatic score, requires 
that one shall know all about music, be, in fact, a learned 
musician. 
Notwithstanding this, one who has but begun the study 
of music can. while able to read perhaps but one voice 
at a time, derive pleasure from* the mental study of 
higher compositions, there is always a principal melody, 
and one can follow that to advantage, trusting-to-time, 
to learn how the same tone or motif will have a different 
effect according as it is harmonized differently. The 
reason that in a chorus the aitos are always the best 
readers is, that they learn in the practice of their part 
to appreciate the harmony better, they must not-only 
sing their part, bnt they must siitg within the chord. 
The highest and lowest voices being more prominent 
and easy to catch, and the inner voices requiring to be 
thought put with discrimination. 
If you have already some practical knowledge of 
music, you should be sure and make a beginning at 
reading music mentally. Every practical musician 
should study to be more reflective. The trouble with all 
music makers, from the beginner up to the artist, is that 
they do not think enough proportionately to what they do. 
The right way is to study the ideal- more, that the practice 
of music may be lifted to a higher plane of excellence. 
Every one must educate himself. His book and teacher 
are but helps ; the workis his.—-Webster. 
MUSICAL CLUBS; THEIR IMPORTANCE. 
BY T. J. AVIRETT. 
The old adage, “In union there is strength,” is most 
emphatically true. Yet what seems paradoxical, though 
equally true, is, that competition BtimnlateB persons 
engaged in the same pursuits, to do fiobler and better 
work? 
Scholars tell as that there is positively only one evi¬ 
dence of life, and that is growth. This is a true state¬ 
ment. So aosa as werisepse to grow we begin to fads 
and die. Then tie main question i-s how are we to 
grow? The answer is: by heeding the laws relating to 
< science o physiological rod of ntellectnal dc elop 
meat.. -Then'-it necessarily follows. that intellectual 
growth requires an atmosphere, so to speak, conducive 
to its development; Where do we find the necessary 
requirements for musical development more certainly 
than in societies where musicians meet for the purpose 
of combining their efforts for the good of each and all ? 
But then n is ?i » > sidered done p esuppo 'eg t sp rit 
of unselfishness and generosity scarcely to be expected. 
Hence, it is well to consider the subject from-a stand¬ 
point peculiar to individuals. What will each one gain ? 
Something surely, be his or her acquirements and natural 
endowments never so great. There is no other place 
where one can so well display ability and thus impress 
others and be appreciated according to true worth, as in 
the meetings of such societies. On the other hand, if 
one is not so gifted, by listening to others he will have 
the opportunity of learning much that is instructive. It 
is true, there will be times, when the various points of a 
subject are under discussion, that one’s self-conceit and 
hobbies.will be set in their true light; for it is rare to 
find one individual a perfect master of all the specialties 
embraced in the general term, musician. But having 
learned that “there are more things in heaven and 
earth than are-dreamed of in his philosophy,” it is to be 
hoped that his ideas will be enlarged and he mil become 
a “ wiser, if not a better man.” 
There are various ways of organizing such local clubs 
or societies. By the teachers of a town uniting and 
taking a personal part in the exercises, and having their 
advanced pupils perform at the musicales. Or, any 
teacher who has a good class can conduct Buch a club 
with the help of personal friends and his or her pupils. 
In either case, well known solo talent, instrumental and 
vocal, professional or amateur, should occasionally take 
part in the public musicales or recitals. Narrowness 
must be avoided. Such by-laws should be enacted as 
will tend to make the affairs of the club go smoothly and 
restrain any over-ambitious member. In some towns 
I know of clubs being sustained by amateurs, where, 
vocal choral music is the principal work. These employ 
professional artists in their annual or semi-annual con¬ 
certs, and have a noted conductor to instruct them in 
the weekly rehearsals. In the monthly musicales the 
chorus gives a few numbers. Solo talent from the mem¬ 
bership of the club, both vocal, and instrumental, do 
their part, and if there happens to be a good musician 
visiting friends in town, he is “invited. Such socie¬ 
ties are the natural channels througlL_which artists’ 
recitals are conducted, all of which are a great and 
most valuable factor in the elevation of taste in .the 
community, and advancing the cause of our divine art. 
:_I myself do not believe in misfortune. What men 
call such is onlyjthe shadow side of good.—George 
McDonald. 
Any great achievement in acting or music grows with 
growth. -Whenever an artist has been able to say, “I 
came, I saw, I conquered,” it has been at the end of 
patient praeticei 
Genius at first is little more than a great capacity for 
receiving discipline. Singing and acting, like the fine 
lexterit e j ig| 1 si with 1 \ < npi i < 3 balls, i qu n 
the ghi sing f the organs tow i a finer and '©if1 t 
tail > feffe< You mas - our whoh frame m at *. 
like a watch, true—true—true to a hair. That is the work 
of spring time, before h hits h v b en det rmii L . 
i nj su( jess nh be won by th u tost pi enee.— G, 
Eliot. ' 












AH INTERNATIONAL EPISODE. 
BY W. S, B. MATHEWS. 
Wh lh recently in Europe 2 hi i everal*pi >d* s c f a 
musica uracter, m their.s or the 
pei%on conepri ed ip them might possess a certain inter 
est for readers of The Etude. One, of these was in 
Venice. St. Mark’s Church, as all readers, of history 
know, is one of the landmarks of Christendom. Built 
In the Mid 11 Ages ,*<<■:• o i Bfore 100C 4 .D ) its Byzan- 
tin * arch tectu e, its sem bar! ari( colorii g, and its pro¬ 
fusion of images appealing to the eye and to the. religious 
asso< ia 1c n, give it a la ra •' ei f <«• ilj its own am ■ ig •51 e 
great churches of Christendom. But upon this point I 
need not enlarge, since those living near.to large libra¬ 
ries can easilj >*-» k up the building in all its details In 
the monumental work lately published bv the Italian 
Government, devoted entirely to this church, the plates, 
some of which are very large, exhibit all the details of ; 
ornat. ita i< a The < nt re eightli r je fc * o vein nes are 
occupied with this on< v nerable temple 
Ever since about I860, St. Mark’s Church has been a 
prominent musical picket; and there is a history of its 
musical career in Italian, one large octavo volume being 
devoted to a record of the names and a few facts con¬ 
cerning the various musical directors of nearly five cen- 
tnries. >■ 
The great time of St Mark’s was daring the flourishing 
time or Venice, its musical preeminence dating from 
the appearance of Adrian Willsert as director, in 1527. 
Among the masters following him were such men as 
Cypriah de Bore, Monteverde, Zarlino, etc., and perhaps 
a dozen other names almost equally important in musical 
history. Accordingly, it occurred to me that I would 
like to see the musical archives of St., Mark’s when I 
was so handy by, the church being scarcely two blocks 
from our hotel, where we stayed a week. So, the day 
after I arrived at Venice, I sent a card around to the 
musical director of St. Mark’s, presenting my request. 
The next day the gentleman, of about sixty-five, came 
around, the Cav. NicolO Coccon, a nice, quiet, not par 
ticnlarly forcible man. He spoke only Italian and French. 
As I had no Italian our communication was not easy, 
bat we presently arranged it on the plane of writing in 
French. 1 could write a French which he could make 
ont. Many of its peculiarities of accentuation might and 
probably would have “ knocked out ” a Parisian, but in 
Venice we were neither of ns to the French manner born. 
So we got on nicely. I had a great deal of trouble to 
bring him to the point of consenting.,to show me any¬ 
thing, but finally he made an appointment in the sacristy 
for the next day at eleven. At the hour I found my way 
there. You go in through the church, along by a side 
altar where mass was being said, to a Gothic room in 
the rear, wainsco&ted with oaken presses, and frescoed 
in an arabesque design of Titian’s. It is a most inter- 
. esting old place, perhaps sixty or eighty feet long and 
about twenty feet high, or possibly a little more, and 
about forty feet wide. The Signor Cav. Coccon met me, 
but there seemed to be some hitch, and we had to wait, 
the reason not appearing very plainly in the corres¬ 
pondence we carried bn. Presently, however, the door 
opened, and a young man came in, about middle height, 
a little “stocky”, in build, as so many of the Italians 
are, with black hair, eyes and moustache, and a right 
good face, of a man capable, enterprising, energetic and, 
withal, good-natured. He was introduced. It was a 
Signor Tebaldini. Then we went out through the church 
again to the front entrance, and through a side door in the 
"veat^jule up astaircase of stone, the steps very high, at 
least ten or eleven inches each, perhaps a foot, evidently 
a very old staircase. At the top we went through a pas¬ 
sage-way into a room over the . front vestibule. Here 
we found cases for books, etc., all entirely new and 
unpainted mostly, and all locked, the Signor Tebaldini 
having the key. Upon conversing with him, we discov¬ 
ered to onr mutual satisfaction that, in addition to his 
Italian and French, he had also German, and in that 
tongue we got-on verbally extremely-well. As soon as 
he discovered that I knew, something of the ancient 
music, he got out one thing after another of the old 
missals he had put in order—the old service books, from 
three hundred years back; great folios, in- which the 
voice-parts were placed separately upon the page, upon 
the left hand page the bass and alto, upon the right hand 
page the treble and tenor, each voice written by itself, 
having its own-quarter of the half of the page, the upper 
or lower as the case might be, written in notes very large, 
so that a dozen boys and men could sing out of one 
book, looking over each other’s shoulders at a distance 
of six feet away, jastas appears in some of the carvings 
of singing boys on the altar screen byLucea Della Robi- 
ani in Florence- — 
There is no old music at St. Mark’s now, the oldest 
books having been lost. Not a line remains of MSS. by 
Willsert, .Monteverde, Zarlino or any of the other great 
masters, and many of their works no longer exist here 
in copies even, so long did Italian ignorance permit these 
''glories of her foriirer eminence to pass unnoticed. The 
iorgetfalness of this old music was due to a change in the 
public taste. For the last hundred years the •Roman 
Catholic music has been almost entirety secular and 
popular in character. The composers of the Italian 
Opera Schoolhave. had it all their Own way. No doubt 
St. Mark’s is in Considerable part responsible, several of 
her own dire< / rs - been m ich m re omposer of 
opera than ecclesiastical musicians. 
The extent of Italian forgetfulness of the strict writers' 
of the olden time came ont very well in a little incident 
which happened to. me at St. Peter’s. While we were 
being howi a >und, we cam to somewhere neai the 
spo when th great I ilestrina lies buried ’ asked the 
custodian, or valet de plaice, “Where is the grave of 
Palestrina?” “Palestrina? Palestrina?” he answered; 
“ I.have never heard of that name before.” I told this 
incident to Mr. Tebaldini at St. Mark's, and his com¬ 
ment was, “Ich glaiibe wohl” (“lean well believe.it”). 
* askec him what th y snug n St Mark’s, wd h< an 
swered; ' God knows. Ask the Herr Director ’ I 
asked him, for my conversation with Tebaldini being in 
German had been of the nature of an aside, and he 
answered with the names of the popular Italian com¬ 
posers of the last hundred years. 
Bat m spite of the comparative novelty of the music I 
saw at St. Mark’s, when compared with the venerable 
antiquity, of the place, there was much that was inter¬ 
esting. Many books and services, two hundred years 
old and more, handrillustrated missals, and the like, 
snch as would enrich almost anv American museum. 
Everything was now in perfect order, and Mr. Tebaldini 
knew exactly where to torn to answer any question that 
I might ask him. The hoar was most enjoyable. 
When we came out, Mr, Tebaldini walked along with 
me, after I had thanked the Caviliere Coccon, and then 
he desired to know how I happened to meet him, and 
whether we had been personal friends before. I narrated 
the history of onr acquaintance, whereupon he proceeded 
to tell me an interesting bit. It seems that little love 
is lost between these two men. Signor Tebaldini was 
graduated at the Conservatory of Milan, and for a year 
or more served as director of Italian opera. Then he 
went to Regensburgh, in Bavaria, to study ecclesiastical | 
music, particularly that of Palestrina, for there is a strong, 
movement in progress in the Roman Church to restore I 
the parity of ecclesiastical song. Liszt andiWagiier were 
strong incentives to this movement, Wagner particularly 
accounting Palestrina’s music as akin to certain qualities 
of his own, and believing, very justly, that the more'one 
knew of all music that was 'really devotional, ideal and 
high, the better One would appreciate similar qualities 
in his own work. Hence, among the acquaintances of 
Tebaldini were both these great men, and he established 
himself so strongly in the good esteem of the- Wagner 
opera directors that he has been invited to take charge 
of the chorus training and the minor solos for the Bay¬ 
reuth Festival next season.. This is a great honor for 
Germany to confer upon an Italian, and indicated suffi¬ 
ciently well the estimation in which this excellent young 
man is held. 
About six months ago, Mr. Tebaldini was engaged at 
St. Mark’s as “ Master of the Singers,” for the purpose 
of training a choir capable of singing ecclesiastical music 
of this pure kind, and presently to sing Palestrina’s great 
works. So he asked me to go with him that evening to 
his singing class, where he was at work. Accordingly, 
after supper, wo went to the venerable church of St. 
Giacomo, near the Rialto, upon the other side of it from 
our hotel (Hotel Danielli). We went on foot, along 
those narrow lanes in the rear of the houses, the real 
streets of Venice, where the inhabitants carry on their 
daily communications, have their little retail shops of 
all sorts; these are the working streets of Venice, 
although the ordinary visitor, and still more the distant 
•reader, is usually ignorant of their existence. There are 
no wheeled vehicles here or anywhere In Venice proper. 
All transportation goes by the canals or upon the heads 
of porters; but all ordinary domestic business ib carried 
on in .these little back streets, upon which every house 
has its “ba,ck-front,” to use a Hibernianism. The 
church of St. Giacomo was built A.D. 666, it is said, 
and is the oldest church in Venice. I suppose it belongs 
to St. Mark’s parish, and, being unused, it was taken 
for the present purpose. The class turned out to consist 
of men, about thirty in number. A few were old and 
semi- Or entirely clerical in appearance, being probably 
lay ecclesiastics or attaches. The most of the members, 
however, were evidently common people, such as car¬ 
penters, gondoliers' and the like, intelligent and quick, 
sincere, but not educated, and only a few removes above 
the peasant class. The class evidently has an excellent 
opinion of the teacher, as was shown by the greeting, 
which was cordial. There was a large American pedal. 
organ (reed Organ) and a grand piano. The exercises 
began with exercises for individual voices, and he told 
me he would show me first a fine voice—it was a bari¬ 
tone of noble quality—then .® vqry bad voice, which he 
did. But six months before, he Sajd, this fellow could 
not make a single tolerable tone, yet such was his ambi¬ 
tion and perseverance that in six months mbre Tebaldini 
expects him to be among the best.- He says all hisfaults 
of method can be overcome and hia .voice rendered musi¬ 
cal and satisfactory. Then they sang pieces in unison; 
servu sxtracts later, pieces in pari®. As yet the choir 
rough, b'ot it Is w< king hard, and In six months 
Tebt uni expects to be able to give a good servid <-’'1 % 
pare ecclesiastical mnsic. Tc It,, Palestrina, ht says, 
*ill take two years and ht is nol si a!' sort that he ian 
hold on that long,, so great is the local opposition to the- 
propos i res ton or o a style - music so liflere it to 
that which is heard to day. 
Before wt left St Mark s he si iwed i ie * e or jans, of 
which there are two, standing npon screens on each side 
the chancel. They are the very worst kind of old rattle¬ 
traps, abont a hundred and fifty years old. They have' 
twe ma mals eacB^*ab< at twen t five stops, and only an 
oct&ve and a half of short pedals, upon which only funda¬ 
mentals or sic notes can be play 2 It woulc be totally 
impossible to play a fngne of Bach’s upon either of these 
instruments. This, it will be remembered, was the very 
place where pedals were first applied to the organ, by 
“ Bernhard the Dutch,” in 1486. They are renovating 
St. .Mark’s now, and I suppose a new organ will presently 
be in order. 
A School for Church Musicians, under the care of 
Hartford Theological Seminary, has been organized with 
the following strong faculty :— 
E. N. Anderson -(Director of “ Gounod Club,” Wor¬ 
cester, and - Composer),' Instructor in Singing and Con¬ 
ducting. Eugene E. Ayres (Author of “ Counterpoint 
and Canon,” and Associate Editor of The Etude ”), 
Instructor in Piano, Musical Form, Esthetics, and Criti¬ 
cism. John S.-Camp (Organist and Choir Master Park 
Church), Instructor in Organ, Piano, and Choir Manage¬ 
ment. Edward D. Hale, A. M. (Supervisor of Exami¬ 
nations in N. E. Conservatory of Music, Boston, and 
Pianist), Instructor in Piano, Musical Literature, and 
Organ Tuning. Mrs. Virginia P. Marwick (Oratorio 
Soloist and Teacher), Instructor in Voice Culture and 
Church Singing. Frank E. Morse (Instructor in Voice 
Culture in Wellesley College and the N. E. Conservatory 
of Music), Instructor in Voice Building and Vocal Tech¬ 
nic. Homer A. Norris (Pupil of Guilmant and DuBois, 
Organist and Composer), Instructor in Organ, Counter¬ 
point and Instrumentation. Albert R. Parsons (Presi¬ 
dent Music Teachers’ National Association and Author 
of “ Richard Wagner, the Theologian ”), Piano Technic 
and Expression. Waldo S. Pratt, A. M. .(Professor of 
Ecclesiastical Music and Hymnology, Hartford Theolog¬ 
ical Seminary, Musical Editor of Century Dictionary, 
and Director of Choral Union), Instructor of Encyclo¬ 
pedia, History, Systematics and Practice. H. D. 
Sleeper (Organist, and Editor of “ Songs of Harvard ”), 
Instructor in Semiotics and Sight Reading. 
There is a constant and increasing demand from all 
parts of the country, and from churches of every denom¬ 
ination, for musical leaders who can and will undertake 
the management of church music in all its departments 
as a branch of parish life and work. The demand is for 
those who not only are well trained in mnsic as an art, 
but are specially trained in church music as a distinct 
branch of that art. The number of highly educated 
musicians is fortunately increasing throughout the coun¬ 
try; but • relatively few have been able really to fit 
themselves by special study for the peculiar duties and 
responsibilities of the musical life of the churches; 
WORTHY OF COMMENT. 
A SENSIBLE AND UNIQUE EXAMPLE OF 
BENEVOLENCE. 
The following may suggest to some wealthy love* of 
mnsic to go and do likewise. Mrs. John Curtis, of New 
York, is founder of the most remarkable orchestra r,-- 
existence. From the poor families of the city, she has 
gathered men, women and children of musical talent; 
she requires of them a very small fee for the in¬ 
struction that she has provided for them, employing a 
superior conductor. This orchestra has been at work 
for three years and has given entertainments for charity 
before some of the most refined audiences of the city. 
Several of the pupils have secured engagements in pro¬ 
fessional orchestras, and others are turning their musical 
skillto account in other ways. Mrs. Curtis has used her 
own drawing-room for the rehearsals, and also fu r rushed 
a hall in East Thirty-fifth street. 
THE FOLLY OF IT. 
One of the unaccountable things to many people is, 
that a young person should spend hundreds or thousands; 
of dollars for an education in music and then nol longer 
practice, but give it up. Where .shall we look for the 
reason—unreason—of this?- No matter how busy we 
be com© actW life we still find time to read, and why! 
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not as well keep up our music f Is the fault in some 
point of our musical education ? Has our zeal for music 
been a shallow pretense? Gan the common plea, of " the 
want of time” be allowed as a legitimate excuse, when 
the best ©1 ns eq ander pi scions hours every week, more 
than enough to keep one in practice ? - • ] 
•' I sometimes think that if mery. pupil was made a ; 
good sight reader, they would be more likely to keep up 
theii music in after-life. At any ate, this seems * on- 
able. Then, too, I believe in memorizing as a remedy 
f» tl sevil for, if one mem >ri es easy and reads «■ ell, it 
does not take long to learn a new piece that would be 
sufficiently pleasing to a musically-cultivated man or 
woman. - • . 
I know a woman, well on in life and the mother ofsix 
children, who now has many grandchildren, and still 
practices some, more or less, every day. I know another 
woman, the mother of seven boys and one girl, and the 
widow of a miserable drunkard who died from alcohol¬ 
ism, who plays well, plays four hand duets with her 
children, and sings well. We all know of bnsiness-men 
Who keep np their music by singing in Borne club, choir or 
society. And th§ above are not the only women who 
have kept their mnsic in practice, that I know. These 
cases are given as being extreme, or where mnsic was 
kept up under extraordinary circumstances. The Chris¬ 
tian Union, under the caption of “ Fifteen Minutes a 
Day; 5Tis but Little Time, but Mach Can be Accom¬ 
plished,” gives the following:— 
“An excellent amateur pianiste was asked how she 
had managed to keep up her music. She was over forty, 
and had reared a large family. She had never been rich, 
and she had more social burdens to carry than fall to the 
lot of most women. 
, “ ‘ How have yon ever done it ? ’ reiterated her friend, 
who had long ago lost the musical skill which she had 
gained at an expense of years of study and thousands of 
dollars. 
“‘I have done it,’replied the other, * by practicing 
fifteen minutes a day whenever I conld not get more. 
Sometimes, for several months together, I nave been 
able to practice two or three hours each day. Now and 
then I have taken a term of lessons so as to keep up with 
the times, but, however busy and burdened I have been, 
unless actually ill in bed, I have practiced at least fifteen 
minutes every day. That has “tided me over” from 
one period of leisure to another, until now I have still 
my one talent, at least as well improved as it ever was, 
with which to entertain my friends and amuse myself.’ 
“ It-is-amazing to those who have tried it, to see what 
can be accomplished by laying aside even a small portion 
of time daily for a set purpose.” 
—The old proverb, “ Where there is a will, there is a 
way,” is beautifully illustrated in the following:— 
The German sculptor, Dannecker, worked for eight 
, years upon a statue of Christ. At the end of two years 
he called a little girl into his studio, and pointing to the 
Btatne, asked, “ Who is that? ” She replied, “ A great 
man.” The artist turned away disheartened; he had 
failed. He began anew. After another year of patient 
work, he brought the child again before the statne. “ Who 
is that?” After a long, silent look, with tears in her 
eyes, she said, “ Suffer little children to come nnto Me.” 
And he knew that his work was a success.—Austin 
Phelps. 
Some of the greatest pianists have followed a similar 
course, by practicing their pieces from one to three or 
more years, before playing them in public, with results 
similar to that above recorded of the sculptor, Dannecker. 
If these great artists and musicians who had the divine 
gift of genius, had the patience to work soriong for the 
sake of perfection, shall we, poor, common mortals, | 
allow ourselves to rest satisfied when we have studied on 
a piece only long enough to wade and wiggle through to 
its endjssithout breaking down. 
Three elements may be distinguished in mnsic,-—the 
emotional, the imaginative, and the fanciful. 
The first is preeminently human, expressive of onr 
. relations to God and men ; the second is descriptive, 
yet not of things,—i. e., objects of nature and art,—bat 
of the impression we receive from them ; the last of the 
three is best characterized by the definition which Leigh 
Hunt gives of fancy : it is “the younger sister of imagi- i 
nation, without the other’s weight, or thought and feel¬ 
ing.”—Niecks.' I 
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989. Bryant, Gilmore W. FingerfLight, 
Mazurka for the Plant for » Grad 
IV........ $ 75 
£ beautiful piece n< a wniqu as beautiful foi it 
.v * pract 4' the ‘ tfaa n’e T« -B nger Exer 
— ' c*f n the last two and a b page 1 ry 
5,, 1 wt has studied Mason' “Touch a 5 
*i- >ul i have this \ t« e. 
990. Morris. M. S. Writing1 Exercises for 
8 ■s lent on Music. 30 
p ..I ' n/ 1 i§ pupili vt < ail to f..’i the i «<■ > 
value of notes. Here la just what is needed to thoroughly 
teach such pupils time. Good for the first term of lessons 
•with all beginners. Try them. 
991.. Schmid, J. O. La Favorita Sohot- 
tisohe de Militaire. Grade III........ 0 35 
Popular in style, well calculated to please. Good for 
a school march; will do for use in a class of Gymnastics. 
992. Presser, Theodore. A School of v 
Four-Hand Playing1. Book 1. 1 00 
Within the compass of Five Notes. A collection of 
the easiest pieces. Formative in character, calculated 
| to develop the taste of the pupil. Nearly all the pieces 
are written for each hand to play alike—in Unison—and 
most of the 8econdo parts are within the capabilities of 
the pnpil, thus making good studies in playing from the 
F clef, and in accompanying. This is a valuable collection 
and just What every;teacher wants for the ase of begin- • 
ners, for keeping them interested and advancing. Below, 
will be fonnd a description of each piece, showing for 
what it is especially calculated; each piece has a definite 
purpose 08 well as being good and beautiful mnsic. 
(3. Ei 
I. \ 3. U. V 
f 1. Thomas, G-. Ad. Op. 18. No. T 
5. •! 1. Contentment. ...... : 
(.2. Wohlfahrt, H. Oradle Song..J 
“ Contentment” is a pretty little melody and as easy 
as a five-finger exercise. The harmony of the Secondo 
adds largely to the effectiveness of this piece _ A Study 
in phrasing and touch. Both'hands play alike. “The 
Cradle Song ” is developed from a Motive or Germ. It 
is pleasing and a good study in phrasing and expression. 
Both hands play alike. 
nokhausen,H. Op. 68. No.) 
, -{ At Evening....>■ 
1.4. ogel, Moritz. Reaper’s Song. J 
“At Evening” is a quiet little melody, very simple 
and easy, yet pleasing, clear cut phrasing, and therefore 
a gdod study for expression. Both hands play alike. 
“The Reaper’s Song.” A bright little piece on a 
Motive of three notes; easy and pretty. A good study 
for expressive accenting and clear phrasing. Both 
hands play alike. 
f 6. Wohlfahrt, H. Op. 87. No. 83. ~| 
Polka ...  
’ ‘ 6. Grenzebach, E. Song of the 
Little Maiden....... 
“ The Polka,” bright and gay. Easy, and a good study 
for independent use of the hands. Yet quite easy. 
. “Song of the Little Maiden." Is a sweet little piece; 
in a word, expressive and plaintive. A good study for 
- a discriminating touch as to power and for Legato and 
Staccato effects. 
e 
' 7.’Enokhausen, H. Op. 68. No. 7' 
March..... 
* 8. Diabelli, A. Op. 149. No. 5. ' 
Happy1 Day.... 
Both of these pieces are very easy, and the pupil’s 
part within a compass of five notes. In all but four meas¬ 
ure* of this march, both hands play alike. A good-study 
in phrasing and wrist accenting. 
In the other piece, both hands are alike throughout. 
The Secondo is but a little more difficult than the Primo. 
It is thus good practice for the pupil to learn both the 
Primo and Secondo. A good study for touch and slnrs. 
Both pieces have a pleasing melody and rich harmonies. 
f 9. Berens, H. t)p. 02. No. lO.) 
999. 18. Tours, Berthold. Little Johnnie. $0 20 
bean melody effective! ban ontzed Jupll’s 
part * u r r« ni t's w! in . Fhlais a no beautiful 
piece Any * >r can do'th#6econd( i'good !«. 1- 
tion f>> e t u 1 tt) play It givec go d p s- , ee 1: 
expressive a seating. 
1000. 14. Diabelli, A. Op. 149. No. 7. 
Jubilee Maroh. - 20 
'n u^jor and minor Eh rh , li> <* 1 gly - *> ed, 
vbich will be help to the pupil in p ying the vat .} 
of notes t a count ait 1 in ll piece. AifexeeMent 
stud n time, and as pleasing as valuab Near® 
. 2 than i . 
1001. 16. Enke, H. Op. 0. No. Hon- 
groise...... 20 
h min 1 »ro Vivact Pi f fire and snap 
Wild amPweird, but decidedly pleasing. A valuable 
!>. ' . , * hibition p yoi „ players Al ai 
'grades. A good study ia time. ' • 
1002. 16. Erenzehaeh, A. E. At Play. 20 
This piece is in F minor and A flat major. Allegro, 
Vivace. Grade 1. No special difficulties in it. A good . 
study in phrasing. Expresaives well written. Pleasing. 
1003. 17. Kullak, Theo. Gypsy Life. Grade 
II ............ ............  . 20 
In A minor, Allegro scherzando. Each hand indepen- 
dent. Well written. Good study in the finger staccato 
touch. Expressive and pleasing. 
Incorporated 1878. 
New York College of Music, 
163 East 70th St.,NewYork City. 
ALEXANDER LAMBERT, Director. 
All Branches of Music taught, from the beginning to the highest 
artistic attainment. , New York’s largest ana most complete music 
school, occupying an entire building, with.a concert hall of its own. 
Students have Free Instruction in Harmony, Counter¬ 
point, Composition, Vocal Sight Reading, and Free Admission 
to Lectures, Concerts, Ensemble Playing, etc. Students received 
daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Send for new catalogue. 
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FELIX LE C0UPPEY, 
•Xxa«U9l«.i»d. Toy -A_ 
Price 75 Cents, Postpaid. 
CONTENTS. 
L Introduction—Object of this Book. 
IL The age at which the Study of Piano may begin. 
HI. Should a Musical Education be begun by Study of Solfeggio? 
IV. Is Classical to be preferred to Brilliant Music? 
V. The Study of Technic. 
VI. The Utility of Collections of Etudes—Various Counsels. 
VII. The Precautions to be taken when many fanlts are met with 
in Pupils who have studied the Piano for some time. 
Vili. Emulation. 
IX. Musical Memory. 
X. Can a Teacher himself prudently give up the Study of the Piano? 
XI. Accessory qualities of the Teacher. 
XII. To Pupils. 
XIII. The Method of Practice. 
XIV. The Influence of Musical Studies, aud the kind of instruction 
necessary to a Teacher. 
XV. General Remarks—test Counsel. 
Published by THEO. PBESSER, 
1704 ClMMitimt Street, Philadelphia 1 . 
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Melody....... 
10. Berens, H. Op. 02. No. 21. 
Mazurka.... 
In both pieces the pupil’s part is in unison, on five 
not?,*, The “ Melody ” is short and pleasing ; very easy. 
Well chosen harmonies. To a student who has practiced 
Mason's “ Touch and Technic,” Two Finger exercises, It 
will be especially interesting, because he will find a 
practical application for his knowledge in producing fine 
musical effects. 
“ The Mazurka” Ja the harder of the two. It is a good 
study in time. The Melody is within five notes; The 
accompaniment will make it easy for the pnpil to 
conqner thq time difficulties. The piece is bright and 
gay and will please young pupils. 
’ll. Wohlfahrt, H.. Laughing' 
' 12. EQeluxoidhei, R. Op. 48. No. i. 
. . Gallopade....«.... 
“ Laughing Waters ” is an Allegretto, bright and 
joyous. An exeelleat^Mudy in the musical effect of 
slurs. Pleasing if accented and slurred correctly, other- 
wise-quite.meaningless..- Tni^ is about Grade 2. 
“Gillopade," .».*tndy in ’ties, and Byn>sop®ticfns, short 
and pleasing when v. 11 lesnisd,' In both pieces the 
pupil’s part is on five notes and both hands are slike. I «i
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NEW LESSONS IN HARMON' . 
By JOHN C. FILLMORE. 
M We know no other work ,in which a musical student 
can learn so much about harmony in k; • pa^es of text 
and examples for exercise.”—-The Motion, New York. _ 
This work is based on the ideas of Dr. Hugo 
and has an appendix of his lecture oh “ Th e Nature of 
Harmony.” 
“A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see - 
clearly the drift of modem speculation in muBic. —The 
Nation. 
Dr. Riemann, “The greatest living musical theorist. — 
The Nation. ^ ■■ ■ ■■■■■■. . 
117 ANTED.—A Music Clerk to take charge of the j 
"■ retail department of a large music .house. None 
I but the most experienced need apply. Address, stating 
ucperU nee « th i ferei se, J G. ' Co., 
Gareof Etude Office j 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., 
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A Supplement to Every Instruction 
■ Book. 
THE STUDY 
OF THE PIANO, 
PIANO PRIMER 
Wm. Mason, BB> Wm. H; Sherwood, ' BY 1 .Iftliu • 1 LUillftU® 
Mr Albert B Parsons, ete. IHL -:- 
It is ami b. f it-i .endorsed bj n - , _ 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of Transl&tOd bV M. A. Bierstadt. SCHOOLS, TEACHERS and STUDENTS, 
commendation of it have been received from the most - ’ * 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different " Tdv,.tx7 \ /r "O txt ■ 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of PB1CE Sl.OOa W JVX. Jt5... WA1 1 , 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome- “ “ Author of “ Harmonic Notation(Theo. Presses., 
nai. Its price is very reasonable, vi?.: In Cloth, em- mHIS work is designed to accompany the instruction Phila.), “ System of Tangible Musicfor Use of the 
cover,,* IomdIs. ST ’ ^ "P ? ^nB,“’ “ * "W*- "Measure, Rhythm, and Farm." 
The information is imparted in the form of questions -- 
- THE©D®IIE FMESSEM, and answers, which will make the work useful as a primer, The Normal Course is based upon the fundamental 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. but it is vastly more direct and comprehensive than any idea that, for the purpose of the development, discipline 
——i---------———-— primer published. ■ —* and information of the mind, and for teaching the learner 
The following are a few of the subjects, out of the 175 bow to think and to do, Technical studies in Music are as FIFTY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS pages, which we give at random: useful as any other branch. 
General Advice on the Method of Practice. FEATURFS OF THF ’ROOF’ 
Necessity of Counting. ' . t f * - 
OA„A o * nininnHi„ Clear, concise statements of facta and principles. io®e Special Difficulties. - It de^ only with ^ntia|s. F F ; 
’ Insical Memory. It arranges the materials in grades, by Divisions, 
On Beading Magic. Courses and Steps. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, Philad’a, Pa. The Pedal. It exhibits a distinct mode and order of development. 
„ ... 1 he course is as clearly laid out asm any other branch ■ — — — — . — Overcoming of Bad Habits. of study. Coat. m '. The book will be bound in cloth, and will be a pleasing Practice based upon understanding of means as applied 
HI Ofll S' contrast to the ordinary pasteboard cover primers that are to ends. 
BJlallu. | lr°BB V Oo placed in the hands of abeginner. It permits the attention to be given to the bands in 
,, , _ ... , practice, and not to the pages. 
- Address the.Publisher,. ,jn schools,It will secure uniformity in the instruction 
fe| k - ^“furnishes the bases for oral recitations and examina- 
HiM y» S 9704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. tions, as in other subjects. 
FOB FIANOFOBTE STUDENTS 
Price s Cents. BO Cents Per Dozen. 
COURSE IN HARMONY 
Address the Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St,, Fhila., Pa, 
Easily Understood. Interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short course 
or for an extended period of study. A great sawing of 
time to teachers. A real help to students. 
This work is being received with great favor, and is already intro- 
duced in several of the best conservatories in this country. In pamphlet 
form it has had a large sale, and now that it is completed, it seems sore 
to take a leading place among works on Harmony. 
Simple explanations, short sentences and plain language throughout 
are features which will commend themselves to teachers and students. 
It will lead students not only to a theoretical acquaintance with Har¬ 
mony, but also to become able to distinguish intervals, chords, progres¬ 
sions and treatments by ear as readily as with the eye. ' 
By means of an agreeable variety of exercises the interest of the 
course is well sustained.' 3t will not be found dry by any careful stu¬ 
dent. Many of the exercises are decidedly novel in a text-book of this 
kind, never having appeared before. 
The book will be found interesting and helpful in every way to the 
teacher and the . pupil. It is also rich in suggestions for general im¬ 
provement and in reviews. In advanced study it will be found invalu¬ 
able. 
The conviction of its excellence will strengthen as it is 
used, and it is safe to predict that this will prove the most 
popular work on Harmony yet published. 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
A PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR 
BY JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. S 
©p. 15. 
This Instructor includes for its theoretical portion: 
Notation; Rhythm; Chromatic Signs; Accent; Marks 
of Touch, Power and Tempo; Syncopation; Abbrevia¬ 
tion ; Marks of1 Power and Tempo, and Theory of Tech¬ 
nique. A full page is devoted to Diagrams for Position j 
at the Pianoforte. 
The Practical part contains a thorough et of Technical 
Exercises, progressively arranged; scales, n jor and 
two minor, m all keys, supplemented by attractive Les¬ 
sons and Illustrative Compositions. 
Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher 
and Pupil, illustrating certain exercises in an entertain¬ 
ing manner. 
The last four pages are devoted to the Major Scales in 
all keys, with Grand Arpeggios; the Harmonic, Melodic 
and Mixed Minor Scales in all keys, and an original Grand 
Arpeggio and Octave Exercise, which is both interesting 
and instructive. * a 
The Instructor has been endorsed by the following 
Artists and Teachers: Wm. H. Sherwood, S. A. Emery, 
Fannie Bloomfield, Neally Stevens, Constantin Stern¬ 
berg, J.’ S. Van Cleve, J. C. Bilim ore, Arthur .Foote, 
Lonis Mass, Alex. Lambert, Calixa Lavellee, W. S. B. 
Mathews, Carlisle Petersilia, Joshua Phippen, Jr , G. 
H. Howard, W. H. Dana, J. Wolfram, S. N. Penfield, 
C. H. Morse, W. G. Smith* Max Leckner, Willard 
Burr, H. A. Kelso, Thomas Tapper, Jr., Norman 
McLeod, Flora M. Hunter, Ad. M. Foerster, E. R. 
Kroeger, F. W. Root, W. L. Blumerschein,. Wm. Mac¬ 
donald, F. R. Webb, H. M. Wild, Mrs. L. Heerwagen. 
This work, which is meeting with great favor and a 
likewise extensive sale, retails for the small sum of 
$L50, with *I»>- ’ il disi untie the profes ion and jmflf. 
GRANDS and UPRIGHT § 
CHASE BROS. PIANO CO 
Factories: Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 
i System of Piano Technic 
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
Includes a complete set of Scales, Arpeggios, Double 
Thirds, Double Sixths, etc., in various motions, together 
with fingered exercises for special developments, and 
School of Embellishments. It follows nicely the popular 
Pianoforte Instructor,^ late issue (by the same Author), 
in connection with appropriately graded studies and in¬ 
structive compositions. This work has been introduced 
in some of our leading schools of music. A newly- 
revised and corrected edition is in process of publication, 
necessitated by the advanced sales of the work. The 
“ Technic” in the future will be bound in limp cloth, so 
desirable for carrying the same in masio rolls. A new 
and original Arpeggio Exercise will be introduced in the 
next edition. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
No. 1704’ Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
Educational Department. Edited by Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. 
Doc., University of Permayivania, 
Every issue contains V pages of new mneic, and. from 16 to 20 pages 
of mnsical literature, interesting and valuable to Music Teachera, 
Pupils, and all lovers of the Art Divine. It is the official organ of the 
Pennsylvania State Music Teacher's Association. 
A Folio of Music Free to Every Subscriber. 
8PECIAL TER 18 AND DI8COUNT8 TO MU8I0 TEA0HER8. 
Yearly Subscription, $1.00.^Sample Copy, 19 cts. 
GOULD & WOOLLEY, Publishers, 
1416 and 1418 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
A HEW BOO POB BE JIHHEBS. 
THE ART OF PIANOFORTE PLAYING.— 
By Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Boo. Price $1.50, post- 
■■: paid;"' 
This is a new work embodying the results of thirty 
years’ experience of a pra deal t acher, who has held 
the responsible position of Professor of Music in the 
Pennsylvania Unif rsitg for the last fifteen y ars 
The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed from ; but every piece in thb work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school.for the pianoforte. 
Practical And Pleasing1. 
It is of the utmost importance that a proper beginning 
be made. There are two features in this book that make 
it one of the best works for beginners ever issued, 
* namely— v 
It' Interests the Pupil, it Cultivates the Taste. 
On these two points every teacher must look 
for success, and it is well to have a text-book at the 
beginning that lays particular stress upon important 
principles. 
There are numerous duetts for teacher and pupil, all 
having a specific object in view. There are a goodly 
number of pleasing pieces of a didactic nature, and exer¬ 
cises for strict and mechanical fingering, such as scales, 
arpeggios, five-finger exercises, etc. 
Address publisher, THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PALMER’S 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of lusical Terms. 
2000 TERMS BEFINED. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering1 about all that is 
required by musical students' and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICE 25 CENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1617 SPRUCE STREET, 
and 5073- Main Street, Germantown, 
PBXE< AMSJPIUA. 
2 2d SEASG 
Private and Class Lessons in all Branches of Music. 
IN8TRUOTOR8: 
Piano.—Rich. Zeckwer, R. Hen nig, Maurits Leefson, 
Leland Howe, Hermann Mohr, Gustav Hille, 
Martinus van Gelder, F. E. .Cresson, Misses S. 
Sower, A. Smith, A. Sutor, L. Tiers, B. Davis, 
L. Williams, Mrs. W. and J. Tiers. 
Organ.—David D. Wood, Leland Howe, F. Cresson. 
Violin.—Gustav Hille, Martinus van Gelder, Rich. 
Schmidt. 
Yloloncello.—Rudolph Hennig. 
Yocal.—Pasquale Rondinella, Peter Marzen, Mrs. 
Boice-Hunsicker, Miss Marie Runnel* 
Theory.—R. Zeckwer, F. E. Cresson. 
Acoustics.—R. Zeckwer. 
Orchestra Instruments.—H. L. Albrecht, Ed. Koch, 
G. Mueller, C. Plagemann, R. Hoppe. 
SECOND VOLUME. 
Studies in Phrasing 
By W. 3. B. MATHEWS. 
Price 61.50 Net 
& wort that' eiery Student of tie Piano should study 
COIN TENTS: 
Iu;ro<ltvrtloii. Principles of Interpretation. 
- Method of Study. 
ILLUSTBATIONet 
1. Mendelssohn, First Song without Words. 
2. BaohrLoure in G. 
8. Chopin, Nocturne1 in E flat. 
4. Mendelssohn’s Banting Song. 1 
5. Schumann, Warnm. 
6. Mendelssohn, 8pring Song. 
7. Schumann, Nacntstueckein F, Op. 28, No. 4. 
8. Bach, Invention in E minor, 3 voice, No. 7. 
9. 8chumaun, Grillen. 
10. Rubinstein, Melody in F. 
11. Schumann, Polonaise in D, out of Opus 2. - 
12. Mendelssohn (Duetto), No. 18. 
18. Schumann, Homewards. 
14, Chopin, Prelude in D flat. 
16. Bach. Saraband in E minor. 
16. Schubert, Minuet in B minor. Op. 79. 
Address Publisher, 
TESQ PRESSER, 1704 Gtatnt St„ PUla. 
FREE ADVANTAGES. 
Harmony, Symphony, Instrumental and Vocal Ensemble. Orchestra 
Classes, Lectures on Acoustics and sitter Musical Topics. 
Concerts by Teachers and Pupils in our own Hall. 
Piano and Organ Recitals. 
. TUITION, #7.5©v to 580. 
For illustrated circulars apply to 
RICH. ZECKWER, Director. 
A GRADED COURSE OF STUDY 
FOR 
Cz AN 
By M. S. MORRIS. 
PRICE 
1704 Chestnut St., Phllad’a, Pa. 
«TU®T ISSUEIK 
FOUNDATIONEXERCISES 
IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING-. 
By A. K. VIRCIL. 
To be used on the PBACTICE CLAVIEB or PIANO. 
The object of this work is—first, to establish the doctrine that Piano¬ 
forte Technic is or should be an Elementary Study; and, second, 
to supply teachers and pupils with exercises and facilities by which 
this all-important subject may be taught, 'and true pianoforte 
technic may be clearly comprehended and practiced by the youngest 
beginner from the first lesson, as heretofore has been impossible. 
The plan of the work, and the exercises given, are new and 
original. 
In the two volumes more than thirty picture illus¬ 
trations are si veil, by which not only proper positions, 
but correct movements are easily learned. 
BOOKS I AND II, EACH $1.50. 
EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., Publishers, 
23 Union Square, New York. 
SUITABLE FOR CHORAL SOCIETIES. 
“Mrs. SPEAKER,” 
AN OPEBETTA. 
By AUBERT W. BOR8T. 
. London—-Noveilo, Ewer & Co., or from the composer, 3002 Hamilton 
Street, Philadelphia. Special tersnn for qnaritititM. 
I'M 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. 
Ml. SEFTON. 
PRICE S 1.0 o. 
SOMETHING OP INTEREST! 
A Picture, reproduced from a Photograph, of the 
Oldest Piano in the United States! 
WITH A DESCRIPTIVE ARTICLE. 
ALSO 
A Picture, reproduced from a Photograph, of the 
10 eta. 
Containing the best lists of pieces and studies, vol¬ 
umes of voluntaries, arranged in systematic order for 
reference. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1 704 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa. 
This book makes work easy for THE TEACHES*—the young 
especially—and the study of muBic clear and attractive for THl 
rBML. It is a new departure and is a step in advance of any¬ 
thing published as a means of interesting the pupil and aiding 
the teacher. It tells When, Where and How much should 
be studied or given in Theory, Technic and The Piece, and 
their various subdivisions. No steps need be taken hesitatingly by 
the young teacher. Read what Dr. William Mason, the head of the 
profession, has to Bay of the work:— 
“Mr. E. M. Sefton, 
“Dear Sir.-—I have received the copy of‘Teacher’s Help and 
Student’s Guide,’ and thank you for sending it. I have examined it 
with interest and regard it as a very useful work. It keeps con¬ 
stantly before the pupil the true and fundamental principles upon 
which effective practice is based. The various exercises are arranged 
in a systematic way, tending toward orderly and rapid development. 
The directions, which constantly remind the pupil of the absolute 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance 
seem almost superfluous, but the experienced teacher will at once 
recognize their importance and the urgency^! their constant repeti¬ 
tion. It lathe kind and quality of practice which tells. One might 
m reasonably expect, by sowing poor and imperfect seed, to harvest 
good fruit, as through Imperfect practice to gain good and desirable 
results in pianoforte playing. 
“ Yoqrs sincerely, 
WITH EXPLANATIONS AND COMMENTS. 
Bound in Pamphlet Form, An interesting and Valuable Paper. 
Sent, Postpaid, for SO Cento. 
Address Dr, CHABL1S H. MIBZ, Sandusky, OMo. 
The Organists’ Journal! 
This work will be Bold by subscription, and will be complete in 12 
parts. Each part will be enclosed In an attractive cover and will 
contain at least seven excellent pieces suitable for church service. 
We shall also present a number of novelties appropriate for Con¬ 
certs, etc. The Price of Subscription for the entire work: 18:48.00,' 
This will be the finest and most complete work for the Organ in the 
market; it will contain the most practical and latest compositions of 
the best German, French, American and English writers. 
We would like to Impress upon you the fact that— 
1st. The music will be edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention will be given to the Phrasing, Pedal Mtu'Mxg, 
lion, ete. ■ 
2d. The Music will he printed from Engraved plate* : aot type). . 
8d. No other work gi ves so much music for so little money. 
4th, Pom of piece* ore too difficult for the Amateur or the Student, 
and the Professional Organist will find a large number qf compositions 
which are only to be found at present in expensive editions. 
5th. The work will also commend itself to Teachers and Organ 
pupils, on account of the large number of pieces available for iswtruo- 
addition there will be eight pages of reading matter consist!*! , 
of articles on Organ Playing, Registration, Choir Training, Har- 
mony, etc., also descriptions of new Organs, Biographies of noted 
OrganiBts and Organ Composers. . 1 
Every topic will be discussed that will stimulate and aid in the 
development of the Art of Organ Playing. . 
Everything new in Qrgah matters in regard to Concerts, items or 
Personal interest, etc,, will be noted. _ 
“The Organists’ Journal” will contain Twenty Packs in 
Each Part. There will be from 75 to 80 (and possibly more) excel¬ 
lent Organ Pieces In this volume. 
SUBSCRIPTION!, Sli.OO PEB YEAR. 
The first volume is now complete. The second volohie is in course 
of publication, and" will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of the subscrip¬ 
tion. Succeeding parts will be Issued- and forwarded, one each 
month, until the 14 numbers are complete. 
Circulars and sample pages, giving full information, will be sent, 
free, on receipt of name and address. 
For further information, address 
Theo. Presser, I WM.E. ASHHALL & CO.. 
1704 Chestnut Stroet, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA: 
231 East 80th Street, 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Address 
“ William. Mason.” 
rr PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
FOR SALE.—A Student’s Technicon, for $8.00. It 
has been used bnt a short time and is aa good as 
new. Address _ _ 
Mbs. Dr. E. Taylor, 
: Palmyra, Mo. 
■‘w.1 
foil. T. 4. DAVIES, Mils. Bac.s 
Gives lessons personally, orby correspondence, In Harmony, 
Counterpoint, Canon and Fugue* Musical Form and 
Orchestration. Students prepared for musical examinations. 
Most thorough and systematic course. Compositions revised and 
corrected. Terms moderate 
Address 18 LIBRARY BUILDING, 
Scranton, Pa. 
Lessons by Mail in Counterpoint and Orchestration. 
For terms and particulars, address 
G. T. BULLING, 
“ 174 RACE STREET, CINCINNATI, O. 
mmmE mm steiniger, 
CONCERT PI AN 1ST E AND TEACHER, 
■■■■'. : . ■ .BOSTq^:MASS.-n 
Beethoven Concerto at Conservatories a Specialty. 
Madame Steiniger will make a tour, West and South, in January, 
February and March, 1890, introducing her four Beethoven Con¬ 
certs. Special terms and unequaled inducements to teachers who 
will work for thiB Series of concerts, in their cities or towns. 
Address FRAU ^SNA STBS RICHER, Boston, Mass. 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, 
Lecturer and Writer upon Musical Topics, 
. No. 236 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 
Room 18. 
Mr E. M. BOWMAN, 
(Editor of “ Weitzman Musical Theory,”) . 
STEINWAY HALL, NEW 'STORK. 
Pianoforte and Organ instruction by the methods on which 
modern artistic performance is based. 
Musical Theory lessons, orally or by correspondence, by the 
Weitzman Method, which, by its lucid explanations and interesting 
course of study, commends itself to the attention of all who desire 
to become thorough musicians. 
Milwaukee School of Music, 
422 Sm€)mWMY, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
HARMONY LESSONS BY CORRESPONDENCE, 
ORGHN OP0NIHGS, 
. ZMHES- ALBERT W. BOEST, 
Teach jr of the 
<WM IV sSLNB IP>E2&N®F(®m TTM 
- 3602 HAMILTON STREET, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Branches Taught :—Piano, Violin, Violoncello, Singing 
and Theory of Music; Also Literature Classes in 
German, french, Italian and English Languages. 
Professors:—Messrs. K. Klindworth, Dr. Langhans, 
Riifer, Dr. Yedliczka, Dr. Reimann, Tul. Hey and 
other renowned masters. 
Prospectus to be obtained gratis through the Director, 
EARL KMMUW©MTH, 
Berlin, 20 Potsdamer Strasse. 
J. C. EILL9EORE, Jbtrenstozr. 
~~~ MBS. W. H. SHEEWCOD; 
Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. 
SUMMER PIANO LESSONS GIVEN. 
Address at her residence, 
H@@ jNTewbwy Street, 
Boston, Mass. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
Concert Pianist and Lecturer. 
Lecture Becitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Ma&S. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept, 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
HUGH~A. CLARKE, Miis. Doc” 
' @23 fHorattn SStla. street* 
PHILADELPHIA. 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Mnsic. 544 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed f!300. 
Terms begin Sept. 17, Jan. 6, and April 7. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. RICH, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
LESSONS BY IAILr™;Pcsrrt 
RICHARD GOERDELER, 
Director of Music at Pennington Seminary, 
PENNINGTON, HEW JERSEY, WRITES new, brilliant and original Piano Music, for two and four 
hands, on short notice. Refers to his popular compositions, 
published by The Oliver DitSon Co., Wm. A. Pond & Co., F, A. North 
& Co., Theo. Presser, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany. For 
terms, apply as above. 
MRS. MARY CftiSCOilY HORiM 
(pupil of william mason) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
“MASON METHCrD OP TOUCH AND TECHNIC.” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Huaical Asso¬ 
ciations and Classes of Students. 
, Address, Care of The Etude. 
C. P. HOFFMA1N, 
DIRECTOR CONSERVATOR? OF MUSIC, 
OXFORD COLLEGE, OXFORD, OHIO. 
Gives lessons..by Correspondence in Harmony, Counterpoint and 
Musical Form, “ Standard text-books. Plan pursued leads from es - 
tablished foundational principles to latest practice In composition. 
‘ 
. 
' ; : ; 
.■ ■ ' 
-• ' 
DMA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, WMEEB, OHIO. 
' An institution devoted exclusively to the study of 
Music. Gives instructions in all departments of Music, 
with a thorough and Systematic Course of 
Studyf and a Faculty of the highest excellence and 
efficiency. Founded in 1869. jpg?* Send for Catalogue. 
A STANDARD TEXT-BOOK, 
DANA’S PRACTICAL HARMONY, 
i?jafci€3ji3 
Clawerack College 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC AND ART, 
Claverack, Columbia County, IT. Y. 
CHAS. W. LONDON. EWiusical Director, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and' Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet; Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE COUR8E8 OF STUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DEAN, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., ll.d., College of Liberal Arte. 
Rev. 8. L. Bowman, a.m., s.t.d.. Dean of School of Theology. 
Hon. Alexander C. Downey, ll.d., Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
Samuel S. Parr, “ Normal School. 
1 rH6 •jy|uSICIHN. 
Ipfi® ©fyec£ oj? ©y/oriC iA to fiefp 
Co the Setter u^ber&faric|Ii|^ a!jt> 
©i^jo^ment of oeauIl^uP 
lm sfe fffs’Sd®8* ®acfc» 7® €&a. - 
The work contains analyses of many of the best 
compositions by Classical writers. Starting with the 
very easiest pieces for beginners, it leads on, in pro¬ 
gressive order, through six grades, to the most difficult 
works written fprtjje Flano-forte. y • 
It presupposes no knowledge of harmonyi bijt, 
starting with the simplest forms of composition, ex¬ 
plains the most essential points, just as occasion pre¬ 
sents itself in the different works under consideration, 
using such concise and lucfiklanguage as will be under- 
Courses in Piano and Voice Culture, Organ, Violin, Cornet, Har- 
mony and Counterpoint. 
Normal Course for Music Teachers. Weekly Lectures and Musicales. 
NEW.DEPARTURE. 
A Special and Original Course for Learning the Art of TeacSi- 
j img BS Basic. 
Recitals toy distinguished artists dnrlng the yea 
Individual lessons only. Daily use of the Technicon and Techni 
phone. All practice under supervision. 
Classes in drams Drill, Vocal Sight Kesding, and 
Tronic Sol-fa. 
Portrait and Figure Painting, in Oil or Water Colors. Landscape;! 
fruit and flowers from nature. Modeling in Clay, Crayoning, 
Pas telle and Charcoal Sketching, Architectural, Mechanical and 
Free-Hand Drawing, and Drawing in India Ink, are thoroughly- 
developed, by the most modern theories of teaching. 
Diplomas and Degrees Conferred. 
Thirty-Seventh Year Opens Septem er 15th. 
SEND- FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
met with the unqualified 
have, examined it. 
A. H. FLACK, A.M., President. 
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
Chickering Hall Building, Chicag i ■.! 
All branches of Music, School of Lyric and Dramatic 
Art;. Normal Department for the training of 
Teachers; Languages. Course of instruc¬ 
tion thorough and progressive. 
SUMMED SESSIDMY JUDY 7th to AUGUST 8th. 
FAX.!. TERM BEGINS SEPTEMBER 8th. ' 
Catalogue mailed free on application. ; 
J. J. HATTSTAEDT, Direotor. 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
1 SPLENID i*S*E FOR EVERY HOME. . 
’ : V 0.'- / :■ J ' ' -‘y, V;.-1 0‘ ''' ;V' ' O'*. V;[ '0[ 40O'. ' ) . ''/■ i | V .? : ' - : ;L ^ i'-;1 ; , ’ 
Hilt g an oonssixta 'i cards, oa «i> *sl» Aj different notes and reefai 
k > prin e ■.< > on s ery c ri * jit ,• S * ^ dto t-. i . ^ 
.i^x, , *, the cai , ate plaj I nan session and idd 1 -I’t th m 
’ ey are plays until tl va •> of wh <i- ;> to rs -t ted, « hen It 
ooiints n 5 j th« ere « 1 c' play® the last can! sac oomph ted:-the 
, ; note This give a gen ,* I - »niy F .< din stiona rtth 
rules i t > n bei of lifferent games 1 1* showing '•»: notes rests, 
keys *©•. •*« »raj any the pane. 
Thoa »-«> ng < play the Plant Organ Violli oi any ot er instru¬ 
ment; thos who sing those who riah to read. nrae fast * infitot all 
who are in created In s •-* s need th Is ch t ring gam - 
It teaches the value of note® and rests. ■ _ - 
Tfie-hkiiitw tYtheinoteS;- 
' v riH iasiheyis.ii] wMt «aog| ill;written 
;Tfee dif < wait 1 fails -.4 Untie 
Practice In mnsicadl fractions. - • , '*^v- 
R»< Safest <-'■ earii'.'to.iread/nihuic 
Ton I:*..n. iwhUe playii jt ’ a ,r-sting a:--. 
t.Tt la readily learned, even by children. • 
T i e devoted ' * ptayii g thli gamo l- s' i wai ted u in .s(«t games 
■ :fi®-s^ei«iid'gam«.fbr‘ey«Bing.i|»rtie«.Kv::.' ft ' - ff "■•.-..f 
A m w departure- entirely i dike any th >> gam 
Parent cm to h their children he dlmei a oi music, evei i lot 
musicians th ems elves.' 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those tending to study mush >"4 f j * heir adv ntag to play 
ttda ga e •> s Mte.befo « toegtah ng lassoiw 
Price. 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, 
THjE.CL §|||If:Ipf . 
1704 Chestnut Street* Philadelphia, Pa. 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By E. W. KRAUSE. 
For Private, Class or Self Instruction. 
A Systematic and Practical Treatment of Measure 
(Time) and Metrical Notation, ia the form of scales and 
other exert ises 
The work affords material for acquiring the ability to 
read and play correctly in & comparatively short time. 
These Instruments have been before the Public for. over 
. fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
-, . have attained an 
UN PURCH ASED PRE-E M I N E S‘!CE. 
- Which establishes them as 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
lf®xy Plaao My Warranted ftr 6 Tears* 
WM. KNABE & CO., ' 
'SS & 24 S. Baltimore Street, BAItTIMOXUB. 
148 Fifth Ave., near 20th St., NEW TORE. 
817 Pennsylvania Ave., WASHINGTON, D. C. RAPID METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
PART I. 
THE ELEMENTS 
_ Containing: 184 pages, large size. Its system of in¬ 
struction is easy, yet progressive, and music teachers 
are rapidly adopting this NEW WOBK. 
Price only $2.00, postpaid. 
For Classes or Individuals 
TO THE MUSICAL PROFESSION 
WILLIAM B. WAIT. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
A Preparation for the Study of Harmony. 
Address Publisher, 
' THEO. FlfcESSEIR, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
“ Profound,” “ instructive ” and “ beautiful ” are 
the attributes generally accorded the lectures of 
the late Karl Merz. With singular skill he 
wrestled with musical philosophy, musical history 
and musical sestheticism, and he understood it to 
the musician and to enchant the 
MEW, EASY AMD PBOGBESSWE 
Method for the Pianoforte H. B. STEVENS & CO., 
tsic Publishers i Importers, 
deeply move 
amateur. Wherever he lectured he inspired a 
greater estimate for the musical art and higher 
respect for the musical profession. 
He was often urged to issue his lectures in book 
form, but he would invariably reply:— 
i(It is time enough when I am dead. 
They may be published then to bene¬ 
fit my wife, if she survives me." 
This beautiful wish is to be carried out. Con¬ 
stantin Sternberg, the distinguished pianist, and 
Johannes Wolfram, the noted musician, will edit 
the lectures, gratuitously, and Dr. Charles H. 
Merz, of Sandusky, O., the worthy son of the 
late Karl Merz, has associated himself with hk 
father’s special friend, Theodore Presser, in pub¬ 
lishing said lectures. 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once Eopular parlor piece “ Falling Leaves.” In this work 
e has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear the oftenest. The boob 
has very few exercises. Address 
Agents for the Standard Cheap Editions—Peters, 
Angener, Cotta, Breitkopf & Hartel, 
Schlesinger, Etc. 
Advice to Young Students of the Pianoforte 
Bv ALBERT W. BORST. 
PBXCE, lO CtS. ' 
Some good advice for every one studying the piano- We wish to call- the attention of Directors of 
Music in Schools and Seminaries, also of Music 
Teachers in general, to our stock of Foreign and 
American Music. We make a specialty of good 
fingered editions, and when desired -will send 
selections of different grades for inspection. 
SOLICITORS WANTED 
To secure subscriptions-for the Manual of MnsiCy by 
W. M. Derthick. This book, which is enjoying a 
larger Bale than any musical work of the price ever 
offered to the public, i8 introduced exclusively by sub¬ 
scription. Music teachers and musical people gladly 
assist our representatives to seenre the largest possible, 
sale, thereby rendering their employment most pleasant 
and remunerative. 
We employ only those who possess the necessary in- 
Send your orders to 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
or Dr. CHARLES-H. MERZ, 
SANDUSKY, 0 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO MAIL ORDERS, telligence, address and general attainments to enable 
them to fully maintain the high artistic and literary 
character of the work, and to such we offer permanent 
situations at a liberal salary or commission. We invite 
correspondence. .Address 
MANUAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
415 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 
TERMS LIBERAL Catalogue sent free 
on application, and 
also Bulletin of New Music sent regularly 
to those sending their address. 
Price of Book, Mailed 
.$1,50. 
THE ETUDE. 
BERN. BOEKELMAN’S 
• COMPOSITIONS. 
Inauguration: March;' For four hands................ .$1.00 
“ “ For eight hands.1.75 
Romaikaa For Violin orVIoloi < lo. Op. 2.. . 5 
Hallabile. For Orchestra. Orchestra parts................ 1.50 
... Score.1.00 
u For Piano. Op. 8.75 
6_ Ju si,*i. 1< For Pis Sole )p-4 ... 
“ “ “ For eight hands..'... 2.01 
'False de la Heine. Op.5. For Piano.....  .90 
a Chieval. Morceau Characteristic. Op. 6.........v .60 
i*. dei insamheit For 8 1 «=■ Jrehest Op f 3oor 
“ “ “ Single set parts.26 
Sehnsncht. For Piano Solo. Op. 8........................ 150 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Cheatnnt Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Price, Nickel-plated, 50 Cents, Net, Postpaid. 
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the 
Maelzel Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of all this Dances. 
By HUGH A. GLAEKE, Mus. Doc 
Price $1.50, Bound in Boards. 
The libretto of this Oratorio is taken from the Bible, 
and gives, in an epitomized form, the story of the taking 
of Zion by David—The prosperity of Jerusalem—The 
defection of Israel—The consequent destruction of the 
city and the king’s captivity. 
The theme now takes up the jpromise of restoration 
under the reign of the promised king—His coming—His 
rejection—The final desolation of the city—Concluding 
with the promise of the Heavenly City and the descent 
of the New Jerusalem. 
The Oratorio is to be produced in April by the Phila¬ 
delphia Chorus, with a large chorus and orchestra, and 
has already excited widespread interest among musical 
people as the first work of such magnitude written .and 
produced in America. 
iMSiMiiilO m -J afete* at* 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one PUBLISHER, 
sending two subscribers. Address 1704 CHESTFOT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THEO. PRESSES; 1701 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. _____t_- , .. . ___ 
We have just published' 
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS. 
BY 
IMS. F. Ii. BITTER. 
Prioe 75 Cents in Paper: si.oo in Boards 
FOR PIANO. . ^ 
;■ A judicious selection from the works of foreign authors 
of the highest rank. A glance at the contents will be 
sufiioient for players of musical discrimination. Printed 
from new engraved plates on finest quality music paper. 
CONTENTS: 
AIR DE BALLET............. JADASSOHN' 
ALBUM LEAF..   GRUTZMACHEB 
ALBUM LEAF __  BARGIEL 
AM MEER..................V....    .SCHUBERT 
AT EVENING. -SCHYTTE 
BARCAROLE. . . .. vV.'. 
BONNE NUIT. . NIEMANN. 
CANZONETTA.... ...JENSEN ■ CANZONETTA _   HOLLAENDER ' 
CANZONETTA ....................... ..MERKEL 
CHILDHOOD’S FROLICS...   .MEYER 
CONSOLATION.  TJSZT 
CRADLE SONG...    KJERULF 
FIRST MEETING. ....NIOODE' 
FLEETING IME.   .HABERBIER 
FLOWER OFFSPRING........HABERBIER' 
FH0LIC5 .vos WILM 
HAPPINESS ENOUGH... .SCHUMANN 
ilERZENSLI EBCHEN.. . vHAUSE 
LEICHTES SPIEL......_■.... ..."WOLFF 
LIED OHNE WORTH ..  -HOLZEL 
LOVE SONG.....;...................  HENBELT 
MELODIE...  MOSZKOW8KI 
ELODIE... .VON HORTEN 
MBNUETT0 .........  .....SCHARWENKA 
MOMENT MUSICAL.. SCHARWENKA 
MURMURING ZEPHYRS...(jekskk) NIEMANN: 
: NOCTURNE..   .MEYER-HELMUND 
NORWEGIAN SONG... HOFMANN 
ON THE RIVULET........HOFMANN, 
POLONAISE,....  ...MERKEL 
REPENTANCE...... NICODE 
ROMANCE....  RUBINSTEIN 
ROMANCE..'.... -....SCHUMANN 
8EREN ADE..    HABERBIER 
SLUMBER SONG..... .....HELLER 
TRAUMEBEI..... ...........SCHUMANN 
VILLAGE MUSICIANS. . .Vos WILM 
ZUB LAUTE..... ...HOFMANN 
A work of the greatest importance to students of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will 
occupy a distinguished place in our system of musical 
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of 
harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the 
most varied kind, to bq played at.the pianoforte. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi¬ 
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro¬ 
duction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the 
young musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough 
study of harmony. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street. 
DACTYLIOJST. 
FOB PI AMO STUDENTS, 
A new invention of great practical value and real benefit to the Piano 
Player. 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
JUST OUT. 
THE SCRATCH CLUB, 
By HCflH A. CLAREE, Hu. Doe., - 
PH0FK880H OF MUSIC IN THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 
Author of “The Art of Pianoforte Playing,” “Harmony on the Inductive 
MethodMueio to “The Acmmiane,’1 “Jerusalem" 
(a new Oratorio), etc,, cte. 
“It is a little book which will Interest and please musicians and 
amateurs by its chatty common sense and suggestiveness. Evidently, 
it Is the work of a man who knows his art well enough to handle it 
without overweening solemnity.”—Boston Literary World. 
“ One of the cleverest bits of writing concerning music that has. 
ever appeared in America. . . . The hook is full of entertainment, 
which will expand the ideas of young readers and gratify those of 
older ones.”—Philadelphia Evening Bulletin. 
Price, in Paper Cowers, 75 cents. 
***For sale by booksellers, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of price, 
by the publishers, 
. . THE POET-LORE CO., 
223 SOUTH 88th ST.. PHILADELPHIA. 
Price, in Boards, 
Price, in Cloth, 
$1.00 
1.50 
To strengthen the fingers. 
To improve the touch. * 
To ensure flexibility mid rapidity. 
To give correct position of the hand. 
To save time ana a vast amount of labor. 
Price $4.50, Net. 
Unqualified endorsement of leading artiste and teachers, among whom 
are 8. B. Mills, Da. Lo> _ vMabam* Rrvx-Kina, Bobebt Gold- 
beck, Oaklyl* Petkbsilba, etc., eto. 
Send for circular giving detailed lnfonnatibA 
Address THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Philada., Pa. 
FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN. 
(With extra Violin part in separate binding.) 
Contains compositions by the best authors, and of 
absolutely unequaled merit. They will be found equally 
acceptable for concert performances or drawing room 
pastime. The separate violin part relieves bo>:h per¬ 
formers of the discomfort of playing from one hook. 
Issued in the same careful and costly style as “ Choice 
Classics.” 
CONTENTS* 
ANDANTE AND MARCH....BEETHOVES- 
ANGEL’S SERENADE. —....BRAGA 
AVE MARIA....... -GOUNOD 
CONFIDENCE.  ...MENDELSSOHN 
GfPSEY DANCE.    ...ERNST 
INTERMEZZO.. .MENDELSSOHN 
MEDITATION.. f. .. ---fAUCONBEB, 
ENUETT...... 
MENUETTO.....• .GKJDNOD 
ENUETTO.MOZART 
NIGHT SONG.....VOGT 
NOCTURNE.  MENS^I2SS 
PAVANE, LA...... -EICHBEBG 
PIZZICATI (Sylvia)...- *»ELIBE8 
PRIERE, LA...............-..-ERNST;: 
REVERIE...........- 
ROMANCE...-. SCHUMANN 
RO ANCE.... • • -.SALEVY 
ROMANZA—...... 
SERENADE......... 
SERENADE-. .HAYDEN 
8ERENATA...MOSZKOWSKI 
SPRING'S AWAKENING..r-.. 
TRAUM35RIE........ ...SCHUMANN 
Price,In Boards, including separate Violin part, $1.00 
“ ‘‘Cloth, *.* “ “ “ 1.50 
---:---* “ • . - .-'■c.' \\/mr ' 
y^ FOB SALE AT ALL MUSIC STOKES. 
±64 T HE IE 32TUDE. 
mSTauCTlYE, INTEBESTINQ and MUSICAL, introduction to Studies in Phrasing,' EVERYBODY’S MUSIC. 
TWENTY STUDIES 
FOR 
THE PIANOFORTE, 
. ' OF MODEMTE DIFFIOULTT, . 
For Development of Style, Expression and 
Technique. 
INSCRIBED TO THE MUSIC TEACHERS OF AMERICA. 
ANTON STRELEZKI, 
In Op. 100.—Volume II. 
THEODORE-PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St.f Philadelphia, Pa. 
A NEW BOOK ON A NEW PLAN. 
FIRST LESSONS 
—- 
W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE - 
- $l.SO. 
By W; F. GATES. 
Price One Dollar and Fifty Gents. 
MUSICAL MOSAICS la a unique book. It Is the first book in 
the English language that presents the very best sayings on 
musical topics, chosen from the highest rank of authors. 
The selections are principally in the line of sesthetics and criticisms, 
and range from one line to three pages. Much time and labor has 
been spent on the work, and the book-maker has shown much «mi 
in its general make-up. The idea, in its preparation, was to present 
to. the music-loving public just as much of the cream of musical 
writings as could be condensed into 300 pages. All useless or value¬ 
less matter has been omitted, and as a result we have a volume con¬ 
taining the best sayings and writings of the .writers on musical 
topics, in all ages and countries. 
170 AUTHORS. 
600 QUOTATIONS. 
We give below a few of the names of writers from whose works 
selection has been made, and the number of quotations from them:_ 
Beethoven, 18. ChrlstianI, 15. 
Fillmore, 21. Goethe, 11. 
Hauptmann, 7. Haweis, 12. 
Hiller> n* Kullak, 12. 
Liszt, 12. Mendelssohn, 10. 
Schumann, 60. Wagner, 16. 
Weber, 8. Paner, 5. 
Thibant, 6. Tan Cleve, 7. 
-Space will allow us to mention but sixteen of the one hundred 
and seventy authors. _ - 
This is a book for musician and non-musician, for professional 
and amateur, for teacher and pupil, for- all who know or who wish to 
know anything of music In its highest sphere. It has been warmly 
Indorsed by teachers and artists in this country and England and 
will fill a plaoe in our libraries and on our tables that haa hereto¬ 
fore been vacant. 
Eveuf teacher—-every student—should own MUSICAL MO- 
As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled:— 
Address all orders to 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
EDWARD BAXTER BERRY’S 
Fantasy fob Piano, 
—LOEBLEI.^-- 
' BASED UPON THE B5UNE XJSGESB. 
Univemlly pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or 
new world. 
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the left hand. 
concerts throughout the country, by the composer 
and Mr. W. H. Sherwood, since Its publication, March 1st, 1888. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St, Philadelphia, Pa. 
The author has brought together a valuable 
collection of little pieces, musical and poetic in 
quality, within the ability of children’s fingers 
and within the range of the children’s minds. 
They are taken from the most successful col¬ 
lections of this class of tone poems for children 
the world can show. 
There are, in all, 34 distinct pieces: among 
them will be found— 
Mel^die... Schumann. 
Slumber Song..Gurlltt. 
Three Angles...... ..Beinecke. 
Happy Farmer......Schumann. 
Holiday Eve..Banmfelder. 
Ghost Story.Beinhold. 
Jovial Huntsman.......Merkel. 
Study-Game of Tag.Heller. 
Good Night.Loeschhorn. 
A Little Story..Knllak. 
WITH PIECES BY 
MENDELSSOHN, SPINDLER, 
BEETHOVEN, LICHNER, 
FOERSTER, GAYRHOS, 
ETO. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is-toPlay with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of uStudies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-books now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
We will, for a limited time, offer the work at 
reduced rates. 
Among the abundant treasures-..of our immense stock every one Is 
ure * be Uted Please -< ci in tl poui 
‘ aut itnual" mu ri 5 boot t 
Temperance People mill like - ■ 
TEMPERANCE CRUSADE (86 cts., $3.60 dz.). Emerson &" 
qMoore. 
TEMPER AM CE BALLTIITG dOMGS (35 cts., 83.60 dzl). 
A. Hull. - 
EMERSOM’S MALE VOICE OEMS ($1,89 dz ). 
EMERSOV’S MALE VOICE CHOIS (60 cts., $6 dz.). 
The Grand Army will like 
WAR SOMGS (5«UdB., 84.50 dz.). ' 
. Boys, old and young, will like 
COLIiEOE SOSTOS, 82 songs (50 cts.). Near 200,000 sold. 
School Teachers cannot help liking the three hooks of 
NOJTG MANUAL, {g^} E“™- 
jPiano Teachers will like, very much, cts the best companion to any 
Instruction Book, ! 
MASON’S SYSTEM OP TECHNICAL EXERCISES 
(82.50;. 
Gospel Singers will like 
PRAISE IN SO&G (40 cts., 84.20 dz.). Emerson. 
Address publisher, 
Theodore Presser, 
1 T'Q4: Oliestii-at Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA- 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, 34 fine songs...81. 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, for Low Voice, 40 songs.. 81. 
SONG CLASSICS, Soprano and Tenor, 60 songs.81. 
SONG gUUSS+CSyLow Voice, 47 songs.....81. 
CLASsIc BARITONE AND BASS SONGS.„.81. 
CLASSIC TENOR SONGS, 36 songs..81. 
CHOICE VOCAL DUETS, the very best..81. 
EVEREST'S ALBUM OF SONGS, good selections...81. 
MAUD V. WHITE'S ALBUM, tasteful songs....81. 
SULLIVAN’S VOCAL ALBU M, a master’s work.81. 
POPULAR SONG COLLECTION, 37 good songs...81. 
GOOD OLD SONGS we used to sing, 115 songs...81. 
COLLEGE SONGS,: 115,000 sold.. ....60c. 
COLLEGE SONGS FOR BANJO; FOR GUITAR, each.....81. 
RHYMES AND TUNES. Osgood. Sweet home music.81. 
. ' INSTRUMENTAL. 
PIANO CLASSICS, VoL 1,44pieces.81. 
PIANO CLASSICS, Vol. 2, 31 pieces.....81. 
CLASSICAL PIANIST, 42 pieces*...,....81. 
POPULAR PIANO COLLECTION, 27 pieces.81. 
POPULAR DANCE MUSIC COLLECTION....«...81. 
YOUNG PEOPLE’S CLASSICS, 52 easy pieces....81. 
The above are all superior boohs. 
EMERSON'S NEWRESP0NSE8. fiLSf-F. 
Quartet and Church Choirs; 74 short pieces of sacred music of the 
best character, such as your choir needs. 
THE TEMPERANCE CRUSADE. 
L. O. Emerson and Edwin Moore. Earnest, refined, elevated poetry 
and music, which will be most welcome to the best classes of 
temperance workers. 
CnilC UAfJ ' *1NV (60 cts., 86 doz.), by Ii. O. Emerson. 
OUH u- s I « Just exactly the book that will suit 
you for this winter’s Singing Classes. Also an appropriate and good 
took for High Schools. 
Adopt, without fear, for Graded Schools, our 
CflNfi I A N11 if J (Book 1, 80 cts., 83 doz.; or Book 2,40 
OUHu IVIMI1UM&.. cts.,84.20 doz.; or Book 3, 50 cts., 84£0 
do&r) Admirably adapted to the different ages of school life, wrfn 
plain instructions and best of music. 
CLASSIC FOUR-HAND COLLECTION (81)- Nine¬ 
teen superior Duets for Piano, by Godard, Bobm, Hofmann, Brahms, 
and other first-class composers. 
— ♦ • 1 - .. 1 - — 
m I11PSS PLfYERS' u (81-00). 51 of the very best and 
POPULAR COLLECT It very easiest pieces for begin¬ 
ners, filling 143 pages. Heartily commended to Piano Teachers as 
the first book of pieces (or recreations) to use. 
WHITNEY’S (82) 33 good pieces for Manual and Pedal 
ORGAN ALBUM by 20 good composers. 
_ , . ,, 2 (81): 19 of the best operas are rep- . 
PIANO COLLECT ION resented, and their melodies form 
the themes for as many pieces, by the best modern computers, fur¬ 
nishing the very best entertainment for the lovers of favorite 
operatic airs. _ , 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS. For Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano 
or Tenor. (81.) 35 of the most lovely sacred songs, suitable for 
solos in church, or for enjoyment at home. 
The best Companion for an Instruction Book is MASON'.S 
PIANOFORTE TECHNICS, containing every exercise needed 
for the full development of technical ability^on the pianoforte. By 
Dr. William Mason, with explanations by W. 8. B. Mathews. Price 
82.60. __ 
Any Book Mailed for Retail Price. 
OLIVER DITS0N COMPANY, 
BOSTOlsr. 
C. H. DITS0N A CO., LYON A HEALY, J. E. DIT80N A CO., 
86£ Broadway, New York. Chicago. . 1228 Chestnut 8L, PhUa. 
